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KAY  KAUFMAN  SHELEMAY,  PETER  JEFFERY 
AND  INGRID  MONSON 
ORAL  AND  WRITTEN  TRANSMISSION 
IN  ETHIOPIAN  CHRISTIAN  CHANT* 
In  memory  of  Howard  Mayer  Brown 
Of  all  the  musical  traditions  in  the  world  among  which  fruitful 
comparisons  with  medieval  European  chant  might  be  made,  the 
chant  tradition  of  the  Ethiopian  Orthodox  Church  promises  to  be 
especially  informative.  In  Ethiopia  one  can  actually  witness  many 
of  the  same  processes  of  oral  and  written  transmission  as  were  or 
may  have  been  active  in  medieval  Europe.  Music  and  literacy  are 
taught  in  a  single  curriculum  in  ecclesiastical  schools.  Future 
*This  article  is  a  revised  and  abridged  synthesis  of  three  separate  papers  presented  at  a 
session  of  the  same  title  at  the  fifty-fourth  Annual  Meeting  of  the  American  Musicological 
Society  at  Baltimore,  Maryland,  in  1988.  The  material  is  drawn  from  a  collaborative  study 
carried  out  by  the  authors,  for  which  Kay  K.  Shelemay  served  as  project  director,  Peter 
Jeffery  as  project  co-director  and  Ingrid  Monson  as  research  associate.  The  article  has  been 
edited  by  Kay  K.  Shelemay;  sections  written  entirely  by  one  member  of  the  research  team 
appear  under  his  or  her  name,  while  the  introductory  and  concluding  remarks  are  drawn 
from  all  three  articles.  The  authors  acknowledge  with  gratitude  a  grant  from  the  Research 
Division  of  the  National  Endowment  for  the  Humanities,  which  supported  their  work,  and 
the  advice  of  Dr  Getatchew  Haile,  who  served  as  project  consultant. 
A  note  on  transliteration  of  GS'Az  terms:  The  transliteration  system  used  here  eliminates 
most  diacritical  markings  in  order  to  reduce  confusion  with  notational  signs.  The  seven 
Ethiopic  (GS'Az)  vowels  (referred  to  as  'orders'  when  combined  with  one  of  the  thirty- 
three  basic  symbols  in  the  GS'Az  syllabary)  are  represented  as  8,  u,  i,  a,  e,  s  and  o.  To 
avoid  confusion  in  our  transliteration  of  the  written  GS'Az  sources,  we  have  used  E 
(pronounced  'like  the  sound  one  makes  while  hesitating  in  speaking  and  which  is  represented 
in  writing  by  "uh"';  W.  Leslau,  Amharic  Textbook  (Wiesbaden,  1967),  p.  6)  for  all  first-order 
vowels.  The  reader  should  be  aware  that  E is  pronounced  like  that  of  the  fourth-order  (a) 
('like  the  English  exclamation  "ah"';  Leslau,  p.  6)  on  the  laryngeal  consonants  ('),  ('),  (K), 
(h'),  (h).  Additionally,  the  normally  silent  sixth-order  vowel  (pronounced  'like  the  "e"  in 
"roses"';  Leslau,  p.  7)  is  often  pronounced  in  musical  performance,  and^the  consonants  it 
accompanies  often  carry  notational  symbols  as  well.  For  this  reason,  we  have  included  in 
our  transliterations  many  syllables  with  sixth-order  vowels  that  would  not  be  articulated  in 
normal  speech.  Popular  spellings  are  used  for  modern  place,  tribal  and  personal  names. 
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singers  begin to acquire  the repertory  by memorising  chants that 
serve  both as models  for whole melodies  and as the sources  of the 
melodic phrases  linked to individual  notational  signs. At a later 
stage of training  each one copies out a complete  notated manu- 
script  on parchment  using medieval  scribal  techniques.  But these 
manuscripts  are used primarily  for study purposes;  during  litur- 
gical celebrations  the chants  are performed  from  memory  without 
books,  as seems  originally  to have been the case also with Gregor- 
ian and Byzantine  chant.l  Finally,  singers  learn  to improvise  sung 
liturgical  poetry  according  to a structured  system of rules. If one 
desired  to imitate  the example  of Parry  and Lord,2  who investigated 
the modern  South  Slavic  epic for possible  clues  to Homeric  poetry, 
it would be difficult  to finsd  a modern  culture  more  similar  to the 
one that spawned  Gregorian  chant. 
This article  introduces  the methods,  materials  and initial find- 
ings of a cross-disciplinary  investigation  of Ethiopian  Christian 
chant. It was pointed out over twenty years ago that Ethiopian 
chant 'urgently  needs investigating'.3  Although  scholars  have long 
studied  the history,  literature  and liturgy  of the Ethiopian  church,4 
As late as the fourteenth  and fifteenth  centuries  in the West there were regulations 
obliging  singers  to perform  without  books  (F. L. Harrison,  Music  in Medieval  Britain,  4th 
edn (Buren,  1980),  pp. 102-3). In the seventeenth  century,  Jacques  Goar  observed  that 
'while  singing,  the Greeks  rarely  look  at, or even  have,  books  written  with  musical  notes' 
(E. Wellesz,  A History  of Byzantine  Music  and  Hymnography,  2nd edn (Oxford,  1961,  repr. 
1971),  pp. 4-5). 
2  A. Lord,  The  Singer  of Tales  (Cambridge,  MA, 1960,  repr.  New York,  1965). 
3  F. L. Harrison,  'Music  and Cult:  the Functions  of Music  in Social  and Religious  Sys- 
tems',  Perspectives  in Musicology,  ed. B. S. Brook  and others  (New York,  1972),  p. 315. 
4  The principal  study  of Ethiopian  church  history  is Taddesse  Tamrat,  Church  and  State 
in Ethiopia  (Oxford,  1972).  For the considerable  resources  on Ethiopian  literature,  see 
E. Cerulli,  Storia  della  letteratura  etiopica  (Milan, 1956);  enlarged  3rd edn, La letteratura 
etiopica  (Florence,  1968);  Getatchew  Haile, 'Religious  Controversies  and the Growth  of 
Ethiopic  Literature  in the Fourteenth  and Fifteenth  Centuries',  Oriens  Christianus,  4th 
series,  65 (1981), pp. 102-36, and 'A New Look at Some Dates in Early Ethiopian 
History',  Le  Muse'on,  95/34  (1982),  pp. 311-22.  Ethiopian  Christian  liturgy  is discussed 
in E. Hammerschmidt,  "6tudies  in the  Ethiopic  Anaphoras,  2nd rev. edn (Stuttgart,  1987); 
B. Velat, Soma  Deggua,  antiphonaire  du care^me,  quatre  premieres  semaines:  texte  e'thiopien  et 
variantes,  Patrologia  Orientalis 32/1-2  (Paris, 1966); idem, Etudes  sur le Meteraf, 
commun  de l'office  divin  ethiopien:  introduction,  traduction  fran,caise,  commentaire  liturgique  et 
musical,  Patrologia  Orientalis  33 (Paris, 1966);  idem, Meteraf,  commun  de l'office  divin 
e'thiopien  pour  toute  l'anne'e:  texte  e'thiopien  avec  variantes,  Patrologia  Orientalis  34/1-2 (Paris, 
1966);  idem,  Soma  Deggua,  antiphonaire  du  care^me,  quatre  premieres  semaines:  introduction,  traduc- 
tionfran,caise,  transcriptions  musicales,  Patrologia  Orientalis  32/34  (Turnhout,  1969);  idem, 
'Musique  liturgique  d'Ethiopie',  Encyclope'die  des  musiques  sacre'es,  ed. J. Porte,  Il (Paris, 
1969), pp. 2344.  For a general  history  of the Ethiopian  Church,  see F. Heyer,  Die 
Kirche  Athiopiens  (Berlin,  1971). 
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which  was founded  in the mid fourth  century,  Ethiopian  Christian 
liturgical  music has received  only intermittent  scholarly  attention 
from Ethiopianists.5  The few investigations  of Ethiopian sacred 
music (zema)  in the musicological  literature  have combined  data 
derived from Villoteau's landmark  study with information  from 
later  secondary sources6 and,  occasionally, the  writer's own 
observations  .7 
To be sure, the G0'Az  language  presented  a substantial  barrier 
to musicologists  wishing  to explore  the s-llrviving  manuscripts.  But 
beyond issues of linguistic competence  and area expertise  looms 
a  larger epistemological  issue. While musicological  scholarship 
developed a sophisticated  methodology  for deciphering  musical 
notation  in manuscripts,  it relegated  to the area of'performance 
practice' considerations  of  the relationship  of notation to  the 
unwritten  or 'oral' features  of this music. Ethnomusicologists,  on 
the other hand, gained considerable  experience  in understanding 
orally  transmitted  musical  traditions  but rarely  studied  the systems 
of musical  notation  in which  some  of these  traditions  were  encoded. 
This paradoxical  situation has begun to change, as medievalists 
have become  interested  in the processes  of oral transmission  and 
its relationship  to the development  of Western  musical  notation.8 
5  A few Ethiopianists  attempted  to list the notational  signs (mSlSkkSt)  they found  within 
manuscripts,  but did not investigate  the melodies  with which  the signs  were  associated: 
H. Zotenberg,  Catalogues  des MSS. e'thiopiens  de la Bibliotheque  nationale  (Paris, 1877);  A. 
Dillmann,  'Verzeichnis  der abessinischen  Handschriften',  Die Handschriftenverzeichnisse 
der  Kgl. Bibliothek  zu Berlin (Berlin,  1878),  m, pp. 31-2 and Tafel  m; M. Cohen,  'Sur  la 
notation  musicale  ethiopienne',  Studi  orientalistici  in onore  di Giorgio  Levi  della Vida,  I (Rome, 
1956), pp. l99ff; Tito Lepisa, 'The Three Modes and the Signs of the Songs in the 
Ethiopian  Liturgy',  Proceedings  of the Third  Intemational  Conference  of Ethiopian  Studies,  II 
(Addis  Ababa,  1970),  pp. 162-87.  An exception  is M. Villoteau,  'De la musique  (1) des 
Abyssins  ou Ethiopiens',  Description  de l'Egypte,  XXXI  (Paris,  1809),  pp. 741-54,  who both 
described  the melodies  of a small group  of mSlSkkSt  performed  by Ethiopian  church 
musicians  he interviewed  in Egypt  and transcribed  several  complete  liturgical  portions 
in Western  notation.  B. Velat (see  note  4) published  musical  transcriptions  of approxim- 
ately half of the 500 melodies  he recorded  from  informants  during  the preparation  of 
his valuable  studies  of the Ethiopian  liturgy  (Etudes  sur le Meteraf, and Soma  Deggua, 
1969)  but he did not correlate  each melody  svith  its respective  notational  sign. 
6  Notably  F.-J. Fetis,  Histoire  (gene'rale)  de la musique,  IV  (Paris,  1874),  pp. 101-16. 
7  E. Wellesz,  'Studien  zur athiopischen  Kirchenmusik',  Oriens  Christianus,  new series,  9 
(1920),  pp. 74ff;  F. M. C. Mondon-Vidailhet,  'La musique  ethiopienne',  Encyclope'die  de 
la musique  et dictionnaire  du Conservatoire,  ed. A. Lavignac  and L. de La Laurencie,  I/5 
(Paris, 1922), pp. 3179ff;  M. Powne,  Ethiopian  Music: an Int>"oduction  (London,  1968); 
Ashenafi  Kebede, 'La musique  sacree  de l'Eglise  Orthodoxe  de l'Ethiopie',  Ethiopie: 
musique  de l'Eglise Copte  (Berlin,  1969),  pp. 3-14. 
8  L. Treitler,  'Homer  and Gregory:  the Transmission  of Epic Poetry  and Plainchant', 
Musical Quarterly,  60 (1974),  pp. 333-72, and "'Centonate"  Chant:  ubles  Flickwerk  or E 
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Meanwhile,  ethnomusicologists  have shown increasing  interest  in 
non-Western  notational  systems.9 
There  is no doubt  that this longstanding  methodological  impasse 
contributed  to the scholarly  neglect  of Ethiopian  Christian  chant, 
since the only plausible method for studying this music and its 
notation  is to approach  them through  the surviving  oral tradition. 
Otherwise,  the musical meaning of the notational  signs and the 
relationships  between them cannot be ascertained.  The study of 
Ethiopian  Christian  chant  and its notational  system  presented  here 
has as a result drawn upon methods  and sources  of both ethno- 
musicology and musicology.  The combination  of ethnographic, 
palaeographic  and documentary  evidence  provides  a much fuller 
picture  than  that possible  through  only a single  disciplinary  matrix 
or set of sources. 
Our  findings  suggest  that the Ethiopian  oral  and written  sources 
have interacted  in a flexible  yet surprisingly  stable manner  from 
at least the sixteenth  century  to the present.  In the following  pages 
we set forth  what we have learned  of this interaction  and trace  the 
new perspectives  it provides  both of the history  and modern  prac- 
tice of this particular  chant tradition  and of the nature  of musical 
transmission  in its relationship  to liturgical-development,  indi- 
vidual creativity  and cultural  change. In the context  of the recent 
debate on issues of oral transmission,  oral composition,  memory 
and the history of notation in Gregorian  chant,l°  the Ethiopian 
notational  system  also provides  additional  evidence  that may be of 
broader  interest  to the scholarly  community. 
pluribus  unus?',  Journal  of the  American  Musicological  Society  [hereafter  JAMS], 28 (1975), 
pp. 1-23; H. Hucke,  'Toward  a New Historical  View of Gregorian  Chant',  JAMS,  33 
(1980),  pp. 43747. 
9  W. Malm,  Japanese  Music  and  Musical  Instruments  (Rutland,  VT, and Tokyo, 1959);  W. 
Kaufmann,  Tibetan  Buddhist  Chant  (Bloomington,  IN, 1975);  K. K. Shelemay,  'A New 
System  of Musical  Notation  in Ethiopia',  Ethiopian  Studies  for Wolf  Leslau,  ed. S. Segert 
and A. J.  E. Bodrogligeti  (Wiesbaden,  1983), pp. 57142;  T.  Ellingson,  'Buddhist 
Musical  Notations',  The  Oral  and  the  Literate  in  Music,  ed. Tokumaru  Yosihiko  and  Yama- 
guti Osamu  (Tokyo,  1986),  pp. 302-41. 
t0  L. Treitler,  'The Early  History  of Music Writing  in the West',  JAMS,  35 (1982),  pp. 
237-79, and 'Reading  and Singing:  on the Genesis  of Occidental  Music-Writing',  Early 
Music  History,  4 (1984), pp. 135-208;  D. Hughes,  'Evidence  for the Traditional  View 
of the Transmission  of Gregorian  Chant',  JAMS, 40 (1987), pp. 377-404; K. Levy, 
'Charlemagne's  Archetype  of Grergorian  Chant',  JAMS,  40 (1987),  pp. 1-30, and 'On 
the Origin  of Neumes',  Early  Music  History,  7 (1987),  pp. 5s90;  A. E. Planchart,  'On 
the Nature  of Transmission  and Change  in Trope  Repertories',  JAMS,  41 (1988),  pp. 
215-49; A. W. Robertson,  'Benedicamus  Domino:  the Unwritten  Tradition',  JAMS, 41 
(1988),  pp. 1-62. 
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KAY  KAUFMAN  SHELEMAY 
USING  MODERN  SOURCES  TO  ACHIEVE 
HISTORICAL  RECONSTRUCTION  IN  THE 
STUDY  OF  ETHIOPIAN  CHRISTIAN  CHANT 
Theory, modern sources and methodology. Most studies  of oral 
transmission,  in both music  and literature,"  have approached  ana- 
lysis through the examination  of stereotyped  musical or textual 
phrases,  sometimes  termed  'formulas',  which are identified  by the 
scholar through their repeated occurrence  in surviving written 
sources.  To the best of our knowledge,  in prior  studies the defini- 
tion of these stereotyped  phrases  has been provided  by the scholar 
studying  a complete  written 'text', whether  of a Homeric  epic or 
of a notated  plainchant  repertory. 
In contrast,  our analysis  takes  as its point  of departure  the small- 
est structural  unit defined  by the singer  within  the Ethiopian  tradi- 
tion we are studying.  This unit is the mAlSkkSt  (sign) of the nota- 
tional system. Each mAlSkkSt  consists  of one or more members  of 
the Ethiopic syllabary  derived  from the liturgical  text of a well- 
known  'portion',  or section  of the chant  book  known  as the D6Jggwa, 
with  which a  particular melody is  primarily associated; the 
mAlSkkSt  is placed  immediately  above  words  to which  its associated 
melody  should be sung. In the case of Ethiopian  Christian  chant, 
segmentation  arrived  at through  these indigenous  units also pro- 
vides the critical  link between  oral  and written  aspects  of the tradi- 
tion: the mAlSkkSt  is at once an oral melody  and a written  sign.'2 
Our understanding  of the Ethiopian  musician's  perception  of the 
mAlSkkSt  was derived  from oral and written  materials  I gathered 
during  fieldwork  in the Ethiopian  capital,  Addis  Ababa,  with  E/£qa 
Berhanu  Makonnen,  the musician  in charge  of all church  musical 
activity and the accreditation  of its musicians. He is a leading 
"  In addition  to Lord,  The Singer  of Tales, see also R. Finnegan,  Oral  Poetry  (Cambridge, 
1977), and Literacy  and Orality (Oxford,  1988);  W. Ong, Orality  and Literacy  (London, 
1982);  J. Goody,  The  Interface  Between  the Written  and the Oral (Cambridge,  1977). 
12  Although  text and melody  are  effectively  fused,  this relationship  arises  from  association 
within  the  context  of a liturgical  portion.  No prosodic  rules  govern  text-melody  relations, 
nor  does  a particular  segment  of text  serve  in any  way  of which  we are  aware  to generate 
its associated  melody. 
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Figure  1  Map of Ethiopia 
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|  ,  EX  l\0: Oral and written transmission in Ethiopian Christian chant 
exponent  of the vocal style predominating  in the modern  church, 
called  the 'Bethlehem  style'  after  the northern  Ethiopian  monastery 
with which it is associated,  and his knowledge  and performance 
practice  exemplify  both  normative  and virtuoso  aspects  of the Ethi- 
opian chant tradition.'3 
In addition to systematically  explaining aspects of Ethiopian 
Christian  liturgical  and musical practice,  and performing  chants 
drawn from all the major service books for all occasions in the 
annual liturgical  cycle, Eleqa  Berhanu  gave me a complete  list of 
the notational  signs (mAlSkkSt)  that he had prepared  for  his classes 
at the Theological  College in Addis Ababa and sang the melody 
associated  with each sign. I tape-recorded  all these sessions  in full, 
which has facilitated  the transcription,  analysis  and presentation 
of this material  years after  the primary  research  was completed. 
Berhanu's  list, of which I received  a photocopy,  was a mimeo- 
graphed Amharic typescript  on legal-size paper (8.5 x  14 in) 
incorporated  within a longer document  he had compiled  entitled 
'SelAqAddus  Yared Tarik' (n.d.; 'Concerning  the History of St 
Yared', hereafter SYT).  The  remainder of  SYT  contains an 
account of the life of St Yared (see below for discussion  of his 
significance),  explanation  of the modal system, portion  types and 
additional  notational  signs.  Berhanu  reports  that he compiled  SYT 
for his second-year  Theological  College students  and that the list 
of notational  signs  was derived  from  a combination  of his received 
knowledge  of the notational  system  and from  a review  of the signs 
found  in notated  manuscripts  in his possession.'4 
Compiled  in writing as well as performed,  this composite  oral 
and written  document  revealed  to us the materials  of the Ethiopian 
3  Berhanu  Makonnen  is a third-generation  d£bt£ra  trained  for thirty-one  years  in musical 
and liturgical  studies,  including  twelve  years at the Bethlehem  monastery  (see map, 
Figure  1). Following  Ethiopian  custom,  we will often  refer  to him by his learned  title, 
£1eqa, and his first name alone. To avoid bibliographic  confusion,  other Ethiopian 
scholars  will be listed  by their  full names  in first  references. 
4  Interview,  2 June 1975, and correspondence  with the author, 15 December 1988. 
Berhanu  Makonnen's  SYT,  including  the list of notational  signs,  appears  to rely  at least 
in part on the source  or sources  also used to prepare  an obscure  Theological  College 
publication  entitled Y£qAddus  Yared  TarikAnna  Y£zemaw  M0lSkkStoch  (1959  E.C.  [1967; 
hereafter  YYTYM]).  The complicated  relationship  between  these  two documents  is dis- 
cussed  in detail  in K. K. Shelemay  and P. Jeffery,  Ethiopian  Christian  Liturgical  Chant:  an 
Anthology,  I (Madison,  WI, forthcoming).  Germane  to the discussion  here  is the fact  that 
both SYT and YYTYM  appear  to be only two of several  attempts  to list systematically 
the notational  signs beginning  in the 1  960s, a development  perhaps  stimulated  by 
pedagogical  demands  in the urban  environment. 
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Christian musical and notational system. Furthermore, the struc- 
ture of Berhanu's testimony set forth irrefutable evidence that a 
minimal structural unit, the m31SkkSt,  existed in the mind of the 
Ethiopian musician, providing both a central hypothesis and the 
basis of a working methodology for our research. However, our 
dependence upon  Berhanu's list  of mAlSkkSt  raised other issues 
regarding the goals of this study and the management of the data 
that merit discussion. 
The first issue is the nature of the relationship between an indi- 
vidual's knowledge of a tradition and the dimensions of the musical 
system at large. We have chosen to rely upon  Eleqa Berhanu's 
view of the Ethiopian musical system as the anchor of our project 
because it is the only feasible way to sketch the boundaries of a 
tradition that necessarily vary from person to person. On a broader 
cultural level as well, Ethiopian concepts of the importance of the 
individual and the consistent emphasis on and respect for hierarchy 
supports such  an  approach.  '5 This  project therefore should  be 
viewed on its most specific level as an effort to trace the major 
parameters of the normative Ethiopian Christian chant tradition 
in the late twentieth century, as understood and practised by one 
of its most accomplished musicians. 
Aware of the limitations inherent in a study depending upon one 
main informant, I also recorded from Eleqa Berhanu and two other 
d£bt£raS  (church  musicians) the same sample of fifty-seven mAlSkkSt 
and selected liturgical portions from different service books. The 
other two musicians lived in the Ethiopian capital but were trained 
in schools of vocal style (Qoma and Achaber [probably Ach'abE)r]) 
associated with two different monasteries in north-western Ethi- 
opia.  This  comparative  material,  discussed  below  by  Ingrid 
Monson, confirms the existence of a shared core of notational and 
performance practice that transcends individual knowledge and 
schools of training, while graphically demonstrating the range of 
variation  acceptable  in  performance  of  the  Ethiopian  chant 
tradition. 
A second issue raised by the data from the oral tradition relates 
to the complexity of the Ethiopian Christian musical system. The 
558 notational signs are divided into three categories of mode (sSlt, 
5  D. Levine, Wax  and Gold  (Chicago, 1965), pp. 75, 274. 
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literally  'mode,  manner,  style'),'6  or, more  generally,  zema,  'chant, 
church song', with 287 signs in  the g0'Az mode (abbreviated 
G1-287), 142  signs in eraray  (abbreviated  A1-142), and 129  in 'Azl 
(abbreviated  E1-129). The melodies  associated  with the signs are 
the building-blocks  of the three modes and the smallest musical 
units discussed  by Ethiopian  Christian  musicians.  Thus issues of 
modality,  which involve  significant  differences  in pitch set, range, 
melodic contour, ornamentation  and vocal style, become quite 
important  in any discussion  of the mAlSkkSt.  Conversely,  this study 
of the mSlSkkSt  necessarily  serves  to illuminate  and define  the para- 
meters  of mode in this musical  tradition. 
The notation  also provides  insight  into many aspects  of musical 
and liturgical  structure.  In addition  to the 558 mSlSkkSt,  there  is a 
group of 114 signs called bet (literally,  'house', abbreviated  B1- 
114), also derived  from the syllabary.  The bet  appear  in margins 
to indicate the 'family' of melody within a mode to which the 
particular  chant melody belongs.  There are also ten conventional 
signs, termedyefidel  qArs',  that prescribe  aspects of articulation, 
attack, decay, or placement  of individual  pitches or melodic  pat- 
terns; they appear as interlinear  signs interspersed  between the 
mSlSkkSt  (see Table 1). Yet another  notational  component  is refer- 
ences within the texts to the halleluya  tables  (6nqEs'£  Halleta)  that 
indicate  to which melody  a halleluya  should be sung; these melo- 
dies derive  from the bet  system.  A final type of notational  symbol 
is a number  placed in the margin, called mSdgam,  which signals 
the singer  to repeat  that portion  of text with instrumental  accom- 
paniment  and dance.'7  To understand  the mAlSkkSt,  therefore,  is to 
confront  the entire  Ethiopian  Christian  musical  system. Indeed,  it 
can be argued  that it is probably  impossible  to explicate  fully  Ethi- 
opian Christian  liturgical  music without an understanding  of the 
mSlSkkSt  and the other  notational  signs. 
16  Definitions  are drawn  from W. Leslau, Concise  Amharic  Dictionary  (Wiesbaden,  1976), 
pp. 48, 179. G@'Az  ceased to be a spoken  language  about the twelfth  or thirteenth 
century;  much of the terminology  for Ethiopian  music theory  is therefore  actually  in 
Amharic,  a related  language  that  has become  the  official  vernacular  of modern  Ethiopia. 
17  During  the research  sessions,  all chants  were  sung  without  accompaniment  as qum  zema 
('basic  chant').  When  performed  in liturgical  context  during  the offices  that precede  the 
Mass, certain  chants are first sung unaccompanied  and then repeated  several  times, 
accompanied  in each  subsequent  rendition  by the  motion  of the  prayer  staff  (meqwamiya), 
the rhythms of  the  sistrum (s'6nas'E31)  and drum (kebero),  and liturgical dance 
(eqqwaqwam)  . 
63 Table 1  The  ten conventional  signs  (yEfdEI  qArs');a 
source:  Berhanu  Makonnen,  'SSleqAddus  Yared  Tarik',  p. 7 
yazat  ch'ar£t  ) 
d£r£t  -  had£t  - 
rokrok  *.  qanat  ) 
dafat  ^  dars  (G261)  n 
qsrt'  F  £nbor  C 
a  According  to Berhanu Makonnen,  ch'Ar£t  and qSnat  share a sign. Velat 
does not list qS2nat,  but provides  the same sign for ch'Ar£t  as does Berhanu 
(Etudes  sur le Meteraf  (see note 4), p. 101). Lepisa  presents  ch'0r£t  as ) and 
qSJnat  asS (Lepisa,  'The Three Modes' (see note 5), p. 168). Although  the 
cadential  markers  d6Jrs  and £nbSr  are classified  as conventional  signs, they 
are represented  by characters  from the syllabary;  d6Jrs  is additionally 
included in the list of mAl6JkkSJt  as G261. 
A third issue relates to the sheer amount  of material  provided 
by Berhanu Makonnen.  Eleqa Berhanu  sang all the notational 
symbols  in his repertory,  including  the bet  andyefid£1  qSrs',  as well 
as over a thousand  liturgical  chants  from  the major  service  books. 
Because  of the amount  of material  and the plethora  of liturgical 
books and occasions involved, we decided to focus this initial 
inquiry  primarily  on the chants  of the D0ggwa,  the most important 
collection  as well as Berhanu  Makonnen's  primary  area  of special- 
isation.l8  The D0ggwa  is performed  before  the Mass on Sundays 
and holidays throughout  the liturgical  cycle. These chants form 
the non-monastic  or 'Cathedral'  Office,  the most important  occa- 
sion for music in the Ethiopian  liturgy. 
Our intent was to gain an overview  of musical practice  while 
learning  in as much  detail  as possible  what  we could  of the develop- 
ment of the notational  system. Since a 'reading'  of notation in 
manuscripts  is clearly impossible  without knowledge  of the oral 
18  Although  all  debteras acquire general knowledge of  the  G@'Az language,  the  basic 
service books and zema, it is traditional for a singer to specialise later in at least one 
area. Eleqa Berhanu, although primarily a master of DE3ggwa  and a leader of the musi- 
cians (marigeta),  received additional diplomas in liturgical dance and several other ser- 
vice books, and was further ordained as a priest. 
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tradition,  we numbered  all signs of the notational  system from 
Berhanu's  list and transcribed  their  melodies  in a 'dictionary'.  We 
then used this apparatus  to analyse  eighteen  sample  portions,  bal- 
ancing the choice to incorporate  (1) a cross-section  of liturgical 
occasions; (2)  a  representative  sampling of portion types; (3) 
examples from the three modal categories;  and (4) inclusion of 
portions  with possible  concordances  in other Ethiopian  and East- 
ern Christian  traditions.'9 
Since  this study  employs  an unorthodox  methodology  of working 
from the contemporary  oral tradition  backwards  into manuscript 
sources,  it seems appropriate  to detail here our analytical  proce- 
dures. Using  the  dictionary of  signs constructed from Eleqa 
Berhanu's list,  I  identified the  signs in  the  modern printed 
Mes'h'afe  D8ggwa20  from  which Eleqa  Berhanu  sang. At the same 
time, I compared  the dictionary  entry for each sign with Eleqa 
Berhanu's  realisation  of the signs in performances  of the complete 
portions,  which I had also transcribed  into Western  musical  nota- 
tion. Meanwhile,  Peter  Jeffery used Berhanu  Makonnen's  list of 
signs to identify  the mAlSkkSt  for each of the sample  portions  in a 
carefully  selected group of manuscripts.  After this first stage, we 
worked  together  to arrive  at a final  reading  of the notation  for  each 
portion in all sources, checking  Jeffery's  reading of the notated 
manuscripts against my  analysis of  both the modern written 
sources  and performance.  We found  that evidence  from  the diction- 
ary of signs, the manuscripts,  the modern  notated  books,  musical 
transcriptions  of complete portions, and Berhanu's  explanations 
combined to  provide an  effective control on  our readings of 
mSlSkkSt  from any single written  source. Only occasionally  were 
we unable  to identify  a sign after  consulting  our sources  as well as 
the lists and transcriptions  of signs prepared  by others.2' 
Identification  of the signs led in  turn to consideration  of a 
number  of interpretative  and historical  issues. These can be illus- 
trated  briefly  through  discussion  of one portion  from  our sample. 
9  The many issues raised by the process of transcribing both the Ethiopian mAlSkkSt  and 
the eighteen sample portions into Western staff notation are too complex for treatment 
here and are discussed at length in Shelemay and Jeffery, Ethiopian  Christian  Liturgical 
Chant. 
20  Addis Ababa (1950). 
21  Notably those of Lepisa ('The Three Modes') and Velat (letudes  sur  le Meteraf,  and Soma 
Degg1la,  1969). 
65 Example  1. First portion  for St John's day, 1 Meskerem  (source:  performed  by 
Berhanu  Makonnen,  2 June 1975) 
;=  112  _ 
$  o  t; "4  j  "n  2 "; j  ¢  ;  +;  fiJfi;  J  ;  J 
ha-  lle- 
;=72  +  _ 
i  _i  >L  7  L 
-  lu-  ya  ba-z8u-  'a  £n- 
_ 
S  J=8()  J=  I()X  _ 
<;J  #A2J.#}  ,;  J  J  ZJ  J  X  j  }}X  ¢ 
hay£  [  G2hl  hay£  .  Gl  I  .  l 
-t£  yo-  hl£-  nna-  sa  Z£-  h£-  1l£-  W£-kk£  ta-  ma-ra 
J  :j;4;;$  tJ  J 
Ghl  )  s  .  Gh  .  Gl  I 
W£-  t£-  h8£-wwa-ra  4£-da-m£  ag-  zi-  £-  ba-  h'e-  ra 
XJ"J  X  i;;j  S  ¢j";  j#} 
..  GllG  GSh  GSh  ................  G2hl  .  .  ra 
sE-  lli  b£-  'an-ti-  '£-  n£  was-t£  ra-  'a-  S£ 
J=  1()4  +  + 
4  ¢  5-  ;  }  }¢  G  ;  ;  4  ;  -J  J 
Glh()  )  Glhl  hay£  Gh.3  GSh  G17  G14F 
aw-  d£  a-m£-  ta  t£-  slahl-t£  t£Z-  ka-  ra-  k£ 
<"j$  Ag}J  -zj  ¢ J 
.  |  G2hl  ..  GlhS 
ba-  ra-  k£-  nni  an-  *a- 
malt'an 
W  J=  12(}_ 
*  t  *-  *-  ra 
-  a  h£-r£-k£-  t£-  k£  was-  tE  ra-  a-  S£ 
;=1()4  .  + 
f$j  ;  jj$;  jv",=z1. 
Gl6()  )  CilUl  hay£  .  (ib  )  G27.3 
ElW- d£  Ll-  m£-tD  t£-Sfah-  tE  tE-/.-  ka-  ra-  kE 
J=  X<S 
f  y  A.";}gA+,J/z}}  }}}}  };  j  11 
I  {.ofs  I  h3VE'  (J  l  I 
'  b£- re-  ke  -  te-  ke 
I  tJZnl 
ba-  ra-ke- 
l ldyt  .  . 
an-  ^.l- 
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Example  2. Bet 41 (source:  performed  by Berhanu  Makonnen,  4June 1975) 
<t<=tt2  :  :  >;;r  ;  "cSA  ";  W  L 
yat-te-  A^a-  11'  se-  Illil- yo 
Issues  in analysis and interpretation. Here we shall examine 
the first portion of the D6Jggwa,  chanted on St John's day, the 
beginning  of the liturgical  year.22  This chant  is of particular  analy- 
tical  interest  because  Berhanu  Makonnen,  at my request,  sang  both 
the entire  portion  and then  its constituent  signs  in order.  Berhanu's 
'analysis'  of the signs in this portion helped us to answer some 
questions,  and raised  others  in turn. 
This portion,  here termed  portion 1, is preceded  by a halleluya 
that corresponds  to the first entry in the Halleta  table under 'one 
halleluya'.  There is also a bet  indicated  for this portion  in the left- 
hand margin,  yS,  B41  (see also Example 2).  Comparison of 
Examples  1 and 2 indicate  that the melody  of the halleluya,  orna- 
mented  with vocal  slides  termed  r6Jkr6Jk,  deviates  considerably  from 
the prescribed  bet.  This variation  can probably  be attributed  to the 
tradition  of elaborating  chant incipits, especially  one occurring  at 
such an important  point in the liturgy.  This portion  also contains 
separate  notation  at the end for a slightly  varied  repetition  of the 
text, called a  m6Jlt'an,  extending from the words wSJste  r6J'SJse 
to the end. The m6Jlt'an  notation here varies only on the words 
tezkar6Jke  and SJnfa'SJ. 
Although  portion 1 contains a greater  number  of conventional 
signs (yefidel  qSJrs')  than alphabetic  signs (mSISkkSt),  most of the 
melodic  activity  can be accounted  for by the mAlSkkSt  alone.  Com- 
parison  of notation  for this portion  in the manuscripts  and modern 
printed sources demonstrates  that the same sign may be repre- 
sented by different  characters  from  the same source  text. That is, 
in one manuscript  the sign may consist  of the first two characters 
of its source text, while in another  it will be represented  by the 
final two characters,  or some other  combination.  Such an example 
from our demonstration  portion 1 can be seen in the notation  of 
22  See facsimile in Figure 2 and transcription in Western notation in Example  1. Peter 
Jeffery discusses  the liturgical classification of this portion and its notational history 
below. 
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mAlSkkSt 
bet  (;  ffs  i  l@|_||  w_##|P+)_halleluya 
yefidel qArs'F*&r.e  F._  *J_S 
\  _  *  *  o  *  z  **  ^  _. 
mAdgam  _ 3)  _*  :+*  t^G*s^^ 
tis_'_ 
s  ^  S  +*  ##  sSreyu 
<"  ,  Xh 
Figure  2  First  portion  for St  John's  day, 1 M£Sk£r£m  (MEscheafE  D8ggwa, Addis 
Ababa, 1959  E.C.) 
Translation:  In one: Blessed  are you, John, who had to know  and walk before 
God. Pray for us. Your memorial  has been inscribed  on the beginning  of the 
year's  cycle.  Bless  me so that  I may  receive  your  blessing.  M8lt'an:  Your  memorial 
has been inscribed  on the beginning  of the year's  cycle. Bless me so that I may 
receive  yeur blessing.  (translation  by Getatchew  Haile) 
G119  on the word  s'elli.  G119  is derived  from  the source  text swgAr 
(aX  a,£),  and is most commonly  represented  by the sign we 
(  dD ) as seen  here  in Figure  2. Yet in two  of the manuscripts  (  16D 
and 18D, seeJeffery  below)  in our sample,  G119  is represented  by 
the sign gAr (5f:  ). In this case, it appears  that the notational 
symbol  itself  changed  over time, yet regional  custom  or individual 
idiosyncrasy  may provide  equally  plausible  explanations  for such 
differences  in other  instances. 
Some mAlSkkSt  may be confused  in manuscripts  as well as in 
performance  simply because their source words are similar. See 
G269 (geset,  Example  3), the number  which we have identified  as 
Example  3. M0lSkkSt  G269  and  G200  (source:  performed  by Berhanu  Makonnen, 
3June 1975) 
G:269  X:;;  4  ;: 
9c-  AE'-  13  111;1-1'D-  y.l-  1113 
G200  <$s  L4J  Bhd;;  -4  92  r  r 
WE'-  9c-  AE'-  IlililE'  IllE'-  re-  1o 
68 o=(S() 
1'  "7  Z  r  LL  = 
k.,  113-  113 
,  =  I  I()  + 
f  X  trr  r  r  Z  7  Z  7 
ha-  /.'u-  '3  811-  te  yo- 11'all-  113- so 
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the sign  actually  performed  in the rendition  transcribed  in Example 
1 despite  the appearance  of G200 (gese)  in most of the manuscripts 
as well as the modern D0ggwa (20D, shown in Figure 2) from 
which  Eleqa  Berhanu  sang.  Although  Eleqa  Berhaanu  read  notation 
for mAl6JkkSJt  G200, he actually  sang G269. While in this case we 
can confirm  the substitution  because  Berhanu  sang both the por- 
tion and its constituent  signs separately,  we believe this is not an 
uncommon  event. 
In some cases Eleqa Berhanu's  performance  suggests that an 
older melodic tradition  persists  despite a change in the notation. 
This may be true  of the first  sign in the portion,  G186 (kah),  which 
remains  constant  throughout  its notational  history  except for the 
inclusion  of sign G88 (z'u)  in our MS 16A.  Comparison  of diction- 
ary  entries (see  Example 4)  with  the  modern performance 
(Example  1) indicates  that the melody  of G88 may actually  match 
the modern  performance  as closely  as that of G186. 
Finally, in a number  of cases, we have found a close melodic 
relationship  between  the dictionary  entries  for different  signs used 
on the same word  in a portion.  For example,  Gl l  (lez) is consist- 
ently used on the word  zehellewskke  throughout  our entire  manu- 
script sample, while in one modern  service book the melodically 
similar  G60 (qu)  is substituted  (see Example  5). Additionally,  the 
signs G86 (bur)  and G17 (lege), appearing  on the word tezkarSke, 
have similar  melodies (see Example  6). Their use may represent 
an intentional  redundancy  or slightly different  options presented 
to the singer.  Similar  close relationships  may have existed  between 
signs in the past as well, and thus signs with similar  melodies  may 
have been freely  substituted  for each other. 
Example 4.  M0lSkkSt  G186 and G88 (source: performed by Berhanu Makonnen, 
3June  1975) 
G186 
G88 f  e  -2:_r  r r  :-- rl 
bu- rok-  to  £n-  ti 
;=l()S  +  f  > 
§  ,.  ,  ^  0  r  ^  S  . 
ti  bp  $1  =  f  I-r 
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Example  5. M0lSkkSt G11 and G60 (source:  performed  by Berhanu  Makonnen, 
3June 1975) 
;=  l()(  G11  §  ,b., =  b Pj  h,  ;+- 
^71  t  z --r  -I -> 
1£-  za-  na-  ma 
G60  i=  8()  + 
*  4  r  rN 
qu-  ma 




1£-  9£-  y3-  ;D 
This brief  analysis  is intended  to demonstrate  that deciphering 
the mAlSkkSt  is  an  interpretative  and not  a  mechanical act. 
Berhanu's  list of mAlSkkSt,  and his performance  of their  melodies, 
provides  a lens through  which we can glimpse  the inner  workings 
of the Ethiopian  Christian  musical  system.  It allows  us to describe 
the relationship  between sign, source text and melody, and to 
reconstruct  aspects of their interaction  over time. Yet it must be 
emphasised  that there is both intentional  flexibility  and uninten- 
tional confusion  in use of the signs in manuscripts.  Variation  in 
performance  practice  by the singer  introduces  yet another  level of 
differentiation  that itself may eventually  'feed back' into the cre- 
ation of a modified  or new sign. 
It is quite clear that the creativity  of the individual  musician  is 
the critical  link in the history  of Ethiopian  chant,  with individuals 
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like Berhanu  Makonnen  serving  to consolidate,  perform  and trans- 
mit their knowledge  of the musical  system and its notation  to the 
next generation.  An individual  debtera,  especially  one whose own 
knowledge  serves  as a model  for others,  can indeed effect  changes 
in chant performance  and notation.  A d£btera  selects the precise 
DE3ggwa  portions  to be performed  on a given day from  those  of the 
required  type and mode, and through  this act may make  decisions 
that ultimately promulgate specific texts and their associated 
melodies.  As he copies  his own DE3ggwa,  each man records  his own 
understanding  of the tradition  in a source  that may later  influence 
others. Yet while the individual  plays a potentially  powerful  role 
in transmitting  and performing  Ethiopian  chant, and the system 
itself accommodates some flexibility, strong constraints have 
always encouraged  and continue to guide the individual  singer, 
who is taught  to respect  the models  received  from  his own teacher, 
to obey the laws of the larger  tradition  of which  he was a part  and, 
ultimately,  to revere  the memory  of St Yared. 
Oral and written sources for the history of Ethiopian chant. 
Nowhere  does the Ethiopian  Christian  musical  tradition  acknow- 
ledge  the role  of the individual  more  than  in its collective  commem- 
oration  of St Yared,  to whose  inspiration  is attributed  the genesis  of 
the Ethiopian  chant  tradition  in the sixth century.23  The Ethiopian 
Church celebrates  a day each year in honour of St Yared, and 
colourful  tales concerning  his life and creative  activity  are recorded 
in the Ethiopian  Synaxarion24  and the GEdl£ Yarean5. 
Although  oral  traditions  credit  Yared  with creating  at least some 
of the mAlSkkSt,26  and a few written  sources  do mention  music  writ- 
ing as one of his contributions,27  we have found  no mSllSlkk6)t  in any 
manuscript  dating before  the sixteenth  century.  Therefore,  tradi- 
tions concerning  two sixteenth-century  church  musicians  who are 
23  Getatchew  Haile has recently  questioned  the traditional  sixth-century  chronology  for 
Emperor  G£br£  M£sq£1,  to whose  reign  Yared's  musical  activity  is attributed,  and has 
proposed  instead  a late ninth-century  dating  ('A New Look',  pp. 318-19). 
24  E. A. W. Budge,  The  Book  of the  Saints  of the  Ethiopian  Church  (Cambridge,  1928). 
25  C.  Conti Rossini,  Acta  Yared  et Pantalewon:  scriptores  aethiopici,  IX-X,  Corpus  Scriptorum 
Christianorum  Orientalium  26-7 (Louvain,  1955). 
26  Interview  with Berhanu  Makonnen  (Addis  Ababa,  1 September  1975). 
27  A. Dillmann,  Lexicon  linguae  aethiopicae  (1865,  repr.  Osnabruck,  1970),  p. 1130;  Ministry 
of Information,  Patterns  of  Progress:  Music,  Dance,  Drama  in  Ethiopia  (Addis  Ababa,  1968), 
p. 25. 
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said  to  have  codified  the  notational  system  assume  great 
.  *n 
slgnlncance. 
An Ethiopian royal chronicle records that 'at the time of King 
Geladewos  [1540-59]  there  appeared  Azzaj  Gera  and  Azzaj 
Ragu'el, priests trained in zema.  And they began to make rules for 
the mAlSkkSt  of the D0ggwa  and  taught the  priests of Tedbabe 
Maryam, which this prince had built'.28  A  manuscript (EMML 
2045) copied at the northern Ethiopian monastery of Hayq during 
the reign of Emperor Iyasu  1 (1682-1706)  presents a somewhat 
different and lengthier description concerning Gera and Ragu'el's 
contribution,  attributing  it  to  a  command  of  Emperor  Sers'6 
D8ngal  (1563-97)  and  crediting  the  clerics  with  revising  the 
D0ggwa  in the face of opposition within the church at that time.29 
Documentary sources therefore strongly suggest that the clerics 
who lived and worked immediately following the Muslim invasion 
of Ethiopia (1529-41) were responsible at the very least for recon- 
struction and revision of the Ethiopian Christian notational system. 
This invasion, which led to the widespread destruction of churches 
and monasteries, and  deprived Ethiopia of much of its  literary 
heritage, must have severely disrupted liturgical performance and 
musical transmission. 
In  addition  to  the  documentary sources, oral  traditions also 
point to the mid sixteenth century as a period of revival in the 
church musical tradition. The  pre-eminence of the musical style 
associated with the Bethlehem monastery is said to date from that 
period, precisely because it was the only place a notated D0ggwa 
survived the Muslim invasion.30  Both the documentary sources and 
28  R. Basset, 'Etudes sur l'histoire d'Ethiopie', Journal  Asiatique,  7th series, 17 (1881), p. 
336. 
29  EMML 2045 is described in G. Haile and W. Macomber, A Catalogue  of Ethiopian  Manu- 
scripts  Microflmedfor  the  Ethiopian  Manuscript  Microflm  Library,  Addis  Ababa,  andfor  the  Hill 
Monastic  Music  Library  (Collegeville),  VI  (Collegeville, MN,  1982), p. 42.  Other manu- 
scripts provide similarly conflicting information. A chronicle cited in Velat, Soma  Deggua 
(1966), p. 98, dates the two clerics to the reign of G£1adewos  (1540-59),  while the rule 
of S£rs'£ D8ngal  is given in a St Petersburg MS described in C. Conti Rossini, 'Aethi- 
opica (IIa  Series)', Rivista  degli  Studi  Orientali,  10 (1925), pp. 515-16,  after B. Turaev, 
Ethiopskiya  rakopisi  v S.-Peterburge  [Ethiopian Manuscripts in St Petersburg; in Russian], 
Zapiski Vostochnago Otdeleniya Imperatorskago Russkago Arkheologicheskago Obsh- 
chestva [Memoirs of the Oriental Section of the Imperial Russian Archaeological Soci- 
ety]  1  7 ( 1  906), pp.  1  7942. 
30  Berhanu Makonnen transmits a genealogy of Yared's successors and credits a debtera 
named Ldssane WIphrat,  a student dated by oral tradition to the eighth generation after 
Yared, with  having  notated a DAggwa  during the  reign of Emperor Z£r'a Ya'Aqob 
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surviving  oral traditions  therefore  do at least raise the possibility 
that the sixteenth-century  notational  innovations  may have drawn 
upon  a pre-invasion  model,  perhaps  one that  arose  a century  earlier 
as part of an enormous  surge of literary  activity during  the reign 
of Emperor  Zer'a Ya'Aqob  (143F68). However,  we have not yet 
found any other firm  evidence  for this earlier  dating. 
We therefore  suggest  that many  aspects  of the modern  notational 
system, as well as the hegemony  of the Bethlehem  musical  style, 
date  primarily  from  a period  of renewal  beginning  after  the Muslim 
invasion  in the mid to late sixteenth  century.  Notation evidently 
emerged  within a relatively  short period after a major  calamity, 
setting into motion a period of innovation  that climaxed in the 
seventeenth  century.  Below,  PeterJeffery  sets forth  the manuscript 
evidence  supporting  this hypothesis. 
Harvard  University 
PETER  JEFFERY 
THE  MANUSCRIPT  EVIDENCE 
( I 3TH-20TH  CENTURIES) 
Because the following  discussion  is the first attempt to trace the 
history of Ethiopian  chant from written primary  sources, it can 
do no more than locate tentatively  some of the most prominent 
chronological  landmarks  in what has up to now been almost  com- 
pletely uncharted  territory.  In order to provide some objective 
basis for dating  the various  features  of the chant and tracing  their 
development,  it was necessary  first  to assemble  a corpus  of datable 
chant manuscripts  going back as far as possible. This was done 
by consulting  published  manuscript  catalogues;  the manuscripts 
chosen  are listed in Table 2. While a few of the manuscripts  listed 
(143448). According  to this tradition,  only Ldssane  Sphrat's  notated  DE3ggwa  survived 
the Islamic  invasion  in a place  near  the Bethlehem  monastery.  As a result,  the emperor 
decreed  that Bethlehem  should  be the place where  DE3ggwa  training  would  be centred 
(interview,  3 September  1975,  and SYT, p. 4). Others  have  gathered  similar  traditions, 
including  one concerning  a search  for surviving  liturgical  books  during  the reign of 
Emperor  S£rs'£  D8ngal (1563-97)  which  discovered  a DE3ggwa  and other  service  books 
at the  Bethlehem  monastery  (B.  Velat,  'Chantres,  poetes,  professeurs:  les dabtara  ethiop- 
iens', Cahiers  Coptes,  no. 5 (Cairo,  1954),  p. 27). 
73 Table 2  Ethiopian  chant  manuscripts  arranged  chronologically 
Siglum  Date  (A.D.)  MS no.  Contents 
Key  to abbreviations:  ab = Abbreviated  D = DAggwa 
EMML  = Ethiopian  Manuscript  Microfilm  Library,  Collegeville,  Minnesota 
Mw = M£wasS't  Mz = M£zmur  Mr = MS'raf 
SD = S'om£  D0ggwa  YT = Y£-qal  TSmhArt  Zm = Z8mmare 
a These sources have little or no musical  notation. 
b Roman  numerals  denote centuries. 
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13Aa  XII-XIIIb  EMML 7078  £rbatt  arranged 
by melodic group 
Mz, liturgical  order 
£rbatt,  liturgical  order 
several  collections 
D, SD (incomplete) 
D, SD 
D, SD, Mr (T£  gul£  t?) 
D fragments 
D, SD, Mr, Mw 
D 
Mr, Mw, Zm 
D, SD (revision 
dated 1563-97) 
SD, ab Mr for Lent 
D, Mr, Mw, Zm 
D, SD, £ryam  list 
D 








Paris, BN,  eth. 92 
Vatican Aeth. 28 
EMML 4667 
EMML 1894 






























17A  1653-4 
17B  1682-93 
17C  1695-6 
18A  1755-61 
18B  1755-69 
18C  1760 
18D  1787-8 
18E  1779- 1800 
l9A  1800 
l9B  1820-1 
l 9C  1884 
19D  XIX 
20A  1917,1919-21 
20B  1936-41 
20C  XX 
20D  1947-50 
20E  XX 
20F  1957-8 
20G  XX 
20H  1975 
EMML  1262  D, Bethlehem school 
EMML  733  D, SD, Bethlehem 
EMML  1253  Mz, YT 
M£s'h'af£  D@ggwa  (Addis  Ababa,  1966-7) 
S'om£  DAggwa (Addis  Ababa,  1968) 
Y£Ziq M£5'h'af  (Addis  Ababa,  1970) 
£mmAstu  S'£watSw£  zemawoch  (Addis  Ababa,  1968) 
MS by singer/informant  of Achaber  school 
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are owned  by European  libraries,  the majority  are widely  scattered 
in many locations  throughout  Ethiopia,  some of them quite inac- 
cessible rural monasteries. Fortunately these are available on 
microfilm  through  EMML, the Ethiopian  Manuscript  Microfilm 
Library  in Addis Ababa and Collegeville,  Minnesota.31  From the 
seventeenth  century  to the present  it was possible  to select sources 
that can be dated to a very short span of years, because they 
contain  prefaces  or colophons  that give specific  dates or name the 
reigning  kings and bishops.  No such information  is found in the 
extant manuscripts  of the thirteenth  to fifteenth  centuries,  which 
can only be dated more broadly  by means  of palaeographical  evi- 
dence. However  for this early period  almost every known  manu- 
script  of the main chant  collection  (the D0ggwa)  has been  included 
in the list.32  Ethiopian  manuscripts  older  than the fifteenth  century 
are quite rare; most of the earlier sources that may once have 
existed  seem to have been destroyed  in the wars  with Muslim  and 
other invaders  that took place at that time. 
The formation of the Ethiopian chantbook (DE3ggwa).  The Ethi- 
opian  repertory  contains  about  two dozen  categories  of chants  that 
Western  scholars  like to call 'antiphons',  because  they somewhat 
resemble  the antiphons  of Gregorian  chant in length and textual 
content. The Ethiopian word for them (er'Aste  D0ggwa) means 
'chapters'  or 'portions',  that  is to say sections  of the complete  chant 
book,  which is called  the D0ggwa,  a name  of uncertain  etymology. 
It is impossible  to say precisely  how many categories33  because 
31  For  information  on this very  important  microfilming  project,  see Haile  and Macomber, 
A Catalogue  of Ethiopian  Manuscripts  (Collegeville,  MN, 1975-);  also W. Macomber,  'The 
Present  State of the Microfilm  Collection  of the Ethiopian  Manuscript  Microfilm  Lib- 
rary',  Ethiopian  Studies:  Proceedings  of the  Sixth  International  Conference,  Tel  Aviv,  1F17 April 
1980,  ed. G. Goldenberg  (Rotterdam  and Boston,  1986). 
32  One MS that was not included  is a D6Jggwa  of the sixteenth  or seventeenth  century, 
listed  as MS 24 in J. Flemming,  'Die neue Sammlung  abessinischer  Handschriften  auf 
der Koniglichen  Bibliothek  zu Berlin',  Zentralblatt  fur Bibliothekswesen,  23 (1906),  p. 13. 
Another,  Uppsala,  Universitetsbiblioteket  MS O Ethiop.  37 is a S'ome  D8ggwa  copied 
some  time  between  the mid sixteenth  and the late seventeenth  century.  See O. Lofgren, 
Katalog  uber  die  athiopischen  Handschriften  in der  Universitatsbibliothek  Uppsala  (Stockholm, 
1974), pp.  75-9; S.  Uhlig, Athiopische  Palaographie,  Athiopistische  Forschungen  22 
(Stuttgart,  1988),  pp. 445, 539-40. 
33  The number  of genres  is said  to be 22 in the  Amharic  treatise  in Vatican  City,  Biblioteca 
Apostolica  Vaticana,  Cod.  Aeth.  244,  fols.  9-12; see S. Grebaut  and E. Tisserant,  Codices 
aethiopici  vaticani  et  Borgiani,  Barberinianus  Orientalis  2, Rossianus  865,  2 vols. (Vatican  City, 
19354), p. 754. Velat (Soma  Deggua,  1969,  pp. XV-XVIII)  also gives this number,  but 
shows  that some  genres  have  more  than  one name,  or fall into subgroups  with different 
names. 
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Table  3  The  main  types  of portion  or 'antiphon'  in Ethiopian 
chant 
I. Used to begin an office hour or a structural  unit within an office hour: 
A. Wazema  ('Vespers'),  sung at the beginning of Vespers 
B. M£zmur  ('Psalm'),  sung at the beginning of Sunday Matins 
(M£w£ddSs) 
C. £bun ('Our Father'),  sung at the beginning of Lauds  and the Little 
Hours on weekdays 
D. 'Azl  (named for its mode), sung at the beginning of Lauds 
(S3bh  £ t£ n£  gh) 
II. Ecstatic  chants  which precede some of the above types on certain  days: 
A. £ryam ('Highest  Heaven')  can precede m£zmur  or abun 
B. £ng£rgari ('Frenzy?')  or m31t'an  ('litany')  can precede m£zmur  or 'Azl 
or even replace  wazema 
C. M3sbak  ('Proclamation')  can precede wazema 
III. Chants  preceded by the refrain  of Ps 135 [136]: 'Quoniam  in aeternum 
misericordia  eius [For his mercy endures forever]': 
A. hIsm£  l£-'al£m  ('Quoniam  in aeternum'),  sung at Lauds 
B. QAnnSwat  ('Nails'  [of the Crosslt,  sung at the Little Hours 
IV. Chants  named for the type of stanza  used in the accompanying  psalm: 
A. B£-h£mmAstu  ('in 5'), with stanzas  of five lines 
B. £rbatt ('fourth'),  with stanzas  of four lines 
C.  £1£st ('third'),  with stanzas  of three lines 
V. Chants  sung with specific  psalms  or canticles  of the Ethiopian  Psalter, 
from the incipits  of which they take their names: 
A. hIgzi'£bh'er  n£g$£  ('Dominus  regnavit')  with Ps 92 [93] at Vespers 
B. Y3tbar£k  ('Benedictus')  with Daniel 3:52-6 at Vespers and Lauds 
C. Ze-emlakiy£  ('of Deus meus') sung with Ps 62 [63] at Matins  and Ps 21 
[22] at Lenten Sext 
D. Z£-y3'3ze  ('of Nunc [dimittis]')  sung with Luke 2:29-32 at Lauds 
E. Mah'let  ('Canticle')  sung with Daniel 3:57-88 at Lauds 
F. S3bh'£t£  n£gh ('Glorification  of the Morning')  sung with Psalms  148-50 
at Lauds 
VI. 'Responsorial'  chants (collected  in a book called M£wa$S't) 
A. M£wa$S't  ('Responses')  sung before Gospel in morning office on 
important  days and in services  for the dead 
VII. Chant sung at the end of each office 
A. S£1am  ('Peace') 
VIII. Communion  chants sung at Mass  (collected  in a book called 
Z3mmare) 
A. Z3mmare  ('Psalmody'),  h3bAst  ('Bread')  or sAga  ('Flesh') 
B. S'owa'  ('Chalice')  or d£m ('Blood') 
C. M£nf£s  ( Spirit  ) 
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Table 3 continued 
VII. Chants  used during Holy Week to replace improvised  liturgical  poetry 
(qene), from the categories  of which they take their names: 
A. Mib£zhu  ('Quid multiplicati  sunt'), sung with Ps 3 at Matins 
B. M£w£ddSs,  named for Sunday Matins  when it is sung 
C. KwSllo,kSmu,  a short M£w£ddSs 
D. KSbr  yS'Sti  ('Gloria  haec'), sung at Ps 149:9b 
E. 'St'an£  mog£r ('toss  of incense') 
they are not mutually  exclusive:  some overlap  with others, some 
are subdivisions  of larger and more varied categories,  and some 
are  called  by different  names  in different  manuscripts  or in different 
liturgical  circumstances.  The liturgical  characteristics  of the vari- 
ous  categories are  not  the  subject of  this  paper; they  are 
summarised  in Table 3 and will be discussed  at length in a forth- 
coming book.34  When only musical  characteristics  are considered, 
however, many of the two dozen categories  of portions can be 
classified  into one of two groups,  which I have labelled 'Type I' 
and 'Type II', as shown in Table 4. Those that belong  to neither 
type are grouped  artificially  under 'III'. 
The earliest  manuscripts  in our list are devoted  to collections  of 
individual categories of portions rather than to  the complete 
D0ggwa  repertory.  There  were  two  possible  ways  of organising  such 
a collection:  either by melodic  group, somewhat  as in a Western 
tonary,  or according  to the days and times when the portions  are 
sung  over  the course  of the liturgical  year. Thus both 1  3A and 15A 
are collections  restricted  to the erbatt  category,  but the former  is 
arranged  by melodic  group, while the latter is in liturgical  order. 
14A contains chants of several categories  closely related to the 
mezmur,  arranged  by liturgical  year. 15B  contains  fragmentary  col- 
lections of about ten different  categories,  brought  together  into a 
single disordered  volume.  Some of its collections  have the melodic 
arrangement,  others  the liturgical  one. Only with 15C  do we have 
for the first time a true D0ggwa,  with all the chant texts of almost 
all categories  arranged  according  to the liturgical  year,  comparable 
to the Western  antiphoner  or the Eastern  tropologion.  The D9ggwa 
has remained  the most important  type of chant book  down to the 
present, though its contents naturally  continued  to develop and 
34  Shelemay and Jeffery, Ethiopian  Christian  Liturgical  Chant. 
77 Table  4  Categories  of Ethiopian  chant  portions,  arranged  by 'type' 
I. 'Type I' portions:  utilising  a system  of'melodic models' 
1.  £rbatt 
2. £ryam 
3. t£1£st 
II. 'Type II' portions:  with standardised  melodic incipits  organised  into a 
system  of betoch  or 'houses' 
A. 'Type IIA' portions:  usually  preceded by one or more repetitions  of 









B. 'Type I1B' portions:  preceded by the refrain  of Ps 135 [136], 'For his 
mercy endures forever',  sung to standard  melismas 
1  . Ssm£ 1£  -  '  al£  m 
2. qAnnAwat 
3. zAmmare 
C. 'Type IIC' portions:  sung at communion  at Mass,  with the verse 'For 
nothing is impossible  with God' (Luke 1:37) 
1. s'Awa' 
III. 'Neither Type I nor Type II' 
A. Categories  for which there are collections  in 15B 
1.  yStbar£k 
2. z£-£mlakiy£ 
3. sAbh£t£  n£gh 
4. m£wa$S't 
5. Sgzi'£bher  neg$e 
B. Categories  for which there are no early collections  independent of 
complete D<iggwa  MSS 






7. kobr  y3'S  ti 
8. '<it'ane  mog£r 
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change. In the eighteenth century it became normal to omit the 
chants for Lent from the complete DAggwa,  collecting them instead 
into a separate book, the S'ome  DAggwa  or DAggwa  of the Fast.35 
But  Lent  was  already  omitted  from  some  earlier  sources,  for 
instance our 17A. The tendency to put the Lenten material in a 
separate book may have been encouraged by the fact that another 
season, estemhAro  ('teaching'),  expanded considerably during the 
seventeenth  century,  partly  by  reduplicating portions  borrowed 
from  Lent.  Some  categories  of  chant,  notably  the  mewayS't 
(responses), zAmmare  (psalmody) and certain categories of liturgical 
poetry, continued to be transmitted in collections that were inde- 
pendent of the D0ggwa.36  The  liturgical psalter (MS'raf) is also 
a separate book; its original core, the psalms arranged and notated 
for chanting in the liturgy, has attracted some other material used 
for training the singers.37  Although manuscripts of the D9ggwa  and 
other collections continue to be copied on parchment even in the 
twentieth century, as an essential part of the training of Ethiopian 
singers,38  printed chant books began to appear in the 1960s, most 
of them facsimiles of manuscripts copied in the  1940s and 1950s. 
The sources 20D, 20E, 20F and 20G in Table 2 fit into this cate- 
gory; both the date of printing and the date of the writing of the 
original manuscript (where known) are given in the Table.39 
35  First  half edited  in Velat, Soma  Deggua  (1966),  translated  in idem, Soma  Deggua  (1969). 
36  The earliest written mewa6J't  collections  (14th-15th centuries)  are in fact supple- 
ments  to MSS of the Ethiopic  Psalter,  for  instance:  Paris,  Bibliotheque  Nationale,  eth. 
10;  Vatican  Aeth.  4; Vatican  Aeth. 10;  Vatican  Aeth. 15.  See Uhlig, 1988,  pp. 241, 309. 
37  Complete text edited in  Velat, Meteraf,  translated  with extensive commentary  in 
Velat,  Etudes  sur  le Meteraf. 
38  Sergew  Hable Selassie,  Bookmaking  in Ethiopia  (Leiden, 1981), p. 28. On p. 33 is an 
interesting  list showing  the amount  of time taken to copy the various  liturgical  and 
chant books;  a D6Jggwa  takes  eighteen  months.  R. Curzon,  who visited an Ethiopian 
monastery  in Egypt  in 1833,  described  traditional  copying  practices  and published  a 
sketch  of the monastery  library:  Visits  to  Monasteries  in the  Levant,  5th edn (London,  1865, 
repr.  with an introduction  by J. J. Norwich,  London,  1983),  pp. 134 42. He reported, 
probably  with some exaggeration,  that 'One page is a good day's work'  (p. 140). See 
also Velat, 'Chantres,  poetes,  professeurs'. 
39  Unless otherwise  specified,  dates  in these  articles  are given  according  to the Gregorian 
calendar  as used in North America  and western  Europe.  The calendar  followed  in 
Ethiopia,  which  derives  ultimately  from  the calendar  of Pharaonic  Egypt,  is seven  years 
behind  the Gregorian  from 11 September  to 31 December,  and eight  years  behind  for 
the remainder  of the year (E. Ullendorff,  The  Ethiopians:  an Introduction  to Countty  and 
People,  3rd edn (London,  1973),  p. 177). 
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Table 5  The  history  of Ethiopian  chant:  a chronological  summary 
VIa:  Traditional  date of the reign of G£br£  M£sq£1  (558-84), and of the 
life and work of St Yared 
IX:  Possible  correct  date of St Yared (G. Haile, 'A New Look' (see 
note 4), pp. 318-19) 
XIII:  Earliest  extant written  collections  of Ethiopian  chant texts, with each 
category  collected independently (= 'Type I' Stage I; 'Type II' Stage I) - 
13A, 14A, 15A, 15B 
XV:  One portion chosen as representative  of each 'Ty?e I' melodic 
group (= 'Type I' Stage II)-  15A, 15B 
Earliest  extant D0ggwa,  containing  chants of almost  all categories  in 
liturgical  order, all three 'modes'  identified  by name -  15C 
XVI:  Marginal  signs for the 'houses'  (i.e. the standard  incipits  of'Type II' 
portions)  begin to be written  by the original scribe  in D0ggwa  MSS (= 
'Type II' Stage II)-  16B 
Activity  of Gera and Ragu'el, who invented or codified the mAlokkot 
during the reign of G£1adewos  (1540-59) or S£rs'£  D0ngAl  (1563-97) 
XVII: £st£mhAro  section of the D0ggwa  expanded, with many portions 
borrowed  from the period of Lent (S'om)  -  17A 
Written  lists of the model melodies of 'Type I' portions  compiled 
and incorporated  into the MS'raf  (= 'Type I' Stage III) -  17B 
Written  lists of halleluya  formulas,  linked to their respective  houses 
and supplied with music notation, appear in D8ggwa MSS (= 'Type II' 
Stage III)-  17C 
XVIII:  Portions  assigned to Lent now generally  collected in a separate 
book (S'om£  D0ggwa)  -  18A, 18E 
XIX:  Late in the century,  beginning of attempts  to notate in greater detail 
by using more signs-  l9C 
XX:  Printed  editions of the D0ggwa  and other chant books (actually 
facsimiles  of recent MSS)  published  -  20D, 20E, 20F, 20G 
A list of the marginal  signs representing  the betoch  published  in 20D 
aRoman  numerals  denote centuries. 
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The 'Type I' portions. The Type I group  includes  three  categor- 
ies, the erbatt,  eryam  and Xelest.  Each is distinct from the other 
two in terms  of textual  form, melodic  content  and liturgical  func- 
tion. Yet all three  have a similar  history,  which is included  in the 
chronology  in Table 5. 13A is a collection  of one of these three 
categories,  the erbatt,  representing  what I call 'Stage I'. In 13A 
we find the texts arranged  according  to their melodic  groups,  that 
is to say they are  grouped  with other  texts  sung  to similar  melodies, 
each group  headed  by the rubric  bezemahu  ('in its [own] melody'), 
zehime  bezemahu  ('this also in its [own] melody'), or sSreyu  (the 
meaning  of this term  will be discussed  below).  Within  each melodic 
group  the texts are arranged  in the order  of the liturgical  year. 15B 
includes,  among other things, collections  of texts belonging  to all 
three categories  of Type I, arranged  by melodic  group  as in 13A. 
In Figure  3 we can see, after  the third  line of text, a line indicating 
the beginning  of a new melodic  group.  After  that line is the rubric 
'This also in its own melody',  meaning  that all the texts that  follow 
belong to the same melody, or rather melodic family. The indi- 
vidual  portions  of the group  follow,  arranged  in the liturgical  order 
of their feasts, separated  from each other by rubrics  and by obeli 
or 'daggers'  in the margin.  There has, however,  been a new devel- 
opment,  'Stage  II'. In each melodic  group  in 15B,  one portion  has 
been singled  out to serve as representative  of the entire  group;  its 
name  is written  in the top margin  of the page the group  begins  on, 
apparently  in the hand of the original scribe. The incipit of the 
group  representative,  which  in Figure  3 is 'On this day', is followed 
by the words 'in which one would say', meaning  that the melody 
of'On  this day' serves as the typical one for -this  entire group of 
portions.  Sometimes  the first chant in the group (i.e. the one that 
appears  earliest in the liturgical  year) was chosen arbitrarily  to 
represent  the entire group. But in other cases, as in Figure 3, a 
chant from elsewhere  in the group  was chosen,  evidently  because 
it was somehow  considered  a more appropriate  representative  of 
the group as a whole. These group representatives  were dubbed 
'melodic  models' ('modeles  melodiques')  by Velat.40  We continue 
to use this term  until such time as a more  profound  understanding 
of them may suggest  a more  appropriate  one. 
40  Etudes  sur  le MeterQf,  pp.  232fr. 
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name  of 'melodic  model'  _ 
written  in upper  margin 
(translation;)  'On this  day' [is 
the model]  in which  one would 
say [the  following  portions]  ,< 
line  separates  melodic  groups  / 
(translation:)  This [group]  also 
in its own melody  [i.e., 'On this  yV 
day']  / 
// 
'daggers'  separate  individual g 
portions,  arranged  in liturgical  \ 
order,  each  beginning  with  a  \+ 
rubric  identifying  its feast 
+gXffin+sh$XX 
a  s-+se  se f  * 4,r  Wz  * .Se,Y+f4*; 
ro  g 5  } W  tL#:eett  "f6''  X''t  *50jV'' 
:kX  ne_+ent_^ 
*w  -*  Xs  et< 
to*  o.s:  t1.  ,#d  A  _*. 
gwo+^ffi* 
_^+A*z£^+X^E'" 
+*  >05S.$  # X  .t.S  +e#} 
Xaf^*Ar**+v 
oW*^-44t^_ 
F-he  _W^:^t 
bvf  +fi^s:^-t  t+}  *. 
#.:s X.  s*X.^ 
<-¢-i$h 
w_  7*t 









+  ^  rfz-  *_SW 
t^t-wfnxn^<^ 
ttt4t*w:^  h t 
'5 )  8  HseO  ^*  +: 
Figure  3  15B,  fol. lOa,  col. 2 
Already in  1  5A, in  which the erbaet  portions are arranged 
according  to the liturgical  year, each text is preceded  by the text 
incipit of its group representative  or 'melodic  model', written  in 
red. The page shown in Figure  4 contains  chants for the feast of 
the archangel  Gabriel,  each portion  separated  by a line. But each 
is preceded  by a rubric  indicating  its melodic group. The three 
melodic  groups shown here, 'On this day', 'John cried out' and 
'At that time it was Sabbath'  are each followed  by the traditional 
formula  'in which  one would  say'. The practice  of giving  the name 
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t  *t:  v  za:¢: 
,^Xh&Xn 
h  n ^ z  f  s s>XG  *  *  *bVh  4  lines  separate  individual 
I.*t  gz  '  ¢4  t2&Zs  ^  ^  4t  $,  portions 
w  -  h  r  ¢  7  -  (translation:)  'On this  day' [is 
*  > a  3s,  ^5nsAn  t* X:  c g  X :  the model]  in which  one would 
aos  X  ^  R  X^  ^  i  e  r^% say  [the  following  portion] 
tb  i, Ke  c9-  7  g>^te  jWt<)t 
¢  4  t  ¢  z  r  t  * 
S  e  f  v  *  _  s 
S  n 6wstre  x o*  p,,f}/  Jlpf  F  (translation:)  'John  cried  out' 
r  'e  ,  Ji)  °  tt}  4  2  0t  h t.n  rnn* [is  the  model] in  which one 
f  e  t  4  b  a>d t  ^  w  X *m<PW  would  say [the  following 
t«  Z  4 ff  8  f  t  +  ^  *  >i*1|  portion] 
*  csX  r  os  uc  ^ K ew"  wnt  %  w*th  tt  t4t 
5 aSn+  < 
_,ffiJ}  v  h  t  n  *^  X tMYv  nK  *:  + ^  (translation:) 'At that  time  it 
S$n**rs  .* i.w  *t  j  was Sabbath'  [is the model]  in 
L  2  3v  which  one would  say [the 
t9.40  i  2*G  t  ,L  following  portion] 
Figure  4  15A,  fol. 26a, feast  of the archangel  Gabriel 
of the melodic  model in red before  every text in the same group 
was  continued  in 15C,  our  earliest  DE:3ggwa,  and in all other  DE:3ggwa 
manuscripts  down to the present.  It is interesting  that the second 
model,  'John  cried  out', does not occur  in more  recent  sources;  its 
group  has either  disappeared  or adopted  a different  portion  for its 
model. 
The practice  of preceding  a text with the name of a melody  -  a 
name derived from the incipit of a  different  text deemed the 
'model'  -  will inevitably  remind  chant scholars  of the Byzantine 
heirmos  or the Syriac resh  qala.  As will be shown belowS  howeverS 
the relationship  between  an Ethiopian  'model'  and its 'derivative' 
can be much looser, with much of the resemblance  concentrated 
towards  the beginning.  The full range  of possible  relationships  will 
not be known  until there  have been exhaustive  studies  comparing 
selected  models  with their  complete  'family'  of derivatives. 
In CStage  III' the texts of the melodic  models themselves  were 
being  assembled  into  written  lists. By the seventeenth  century  these 
lists were beginning  to be written  down and incorporated  into an 
emerging  type  of  liturgical  book  known  as  the  MSeraf 
('sections'  or 'stopping-places'),  which primarily  contains  texts of 
the psalms pointed and notated  for liturgical  chanting.  Our MS 
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17B appears  to be one of the earliest examples.4'  The primarily 
oral character  of these lists is still evident,  however.  Boys training 
to be ecclesiastical  singers  work  at memorising  both the texts and 
their  melodies  during  the night when it is impossible  to read. For 
this reason  the lists, along with certain  other  material  to be mem- 
orised, are called  Y£-qal  T0mhart  ('Oral Studies'  )  or  Y£-mata 
Tamhart  ('Night  Studies').42 
The  'Type II' portions. A much greater  variety of categories 
makes  up what I call Type II, listed in Table 4. It subdivides  into 
further  groups  on the basis of a simple difference  in performance 
practice.  The categories  of Type IIA, the first three of which are 
partly  interchangeable,  are usually  preceded  by the word 'hallel- 
uya', sung from one to ten times according  to standard  melodic 
formulas.  The categories  of Type IIB are preceded  instead  by one 
rendition  of the refrain  of Psalm 135,  'asm£  /£-'al£m  ms^'r£tu'  ('For 
his mercy endures  forever').  Type IIC includes one of the three 
types of communion  hymns. It is preceded  by the Gospel verse 
'For  nothingis impossible  with God' (Luke  1:37),  apparently  refer- 
ring to the miraculous  transsubstantiation  of the eucharistic  bread 
and wine. 
The earliest  collection  of Type II portions,  14A,  is arranged  by 
liturgical  year. It seems to show that the various  subcategories  of 
this type  were  perhaps  not fully  differentiated.  On every  feast  there 
is a series of chant texts, including  some that later manuscripts 
would assign to the m£zmur  or £bun categories,  others that would 
later be assigned  to the asm£  I£-'alem  category,  and sometimes  a 
few that would later belong to other Type II categories.  Rubrics 
indicating  the category  are rare  in this manuscript,  and there  are 
no markings  of any kind  to separate  the  m£zmur  texts  from  the asm£ 
/£-'al£m  ones, which in any case are often intermingled.  One can 
often recognise  a mEzmur  or £bun text because  it will be preceded 
by a numeral  indicating  the number  of times the word 'halleluya' 
41  Berlin,  Staatsbibliothek  Preussischer  Kulturbesitz,  MS orient.  oct. 1268 (=  Hs. 40 in 
the catalogue  of E. Hammerschmidt  and V. Six, Athiopische  Handschriften,  I:  Die Hand- 
schriften  der Staatsbibliothek  Preussischer  Kulturbesitz,  Verzeichnis der  orientalischen 
Handschriften  in Deutschland,  xx/4 (Wiesbaden,  1983)),  is a MS dating 1563-97  that 
includes  a MS'raf,  but Hammerschmidt  and Six  do not say  whether  the contents  include 
the melodic  models.  On the palaeography  see Uhlig, Athiopische  Palaographie,  p. 462. 
42  These texts are edited without  notation  in Velat, Me'eraf,  pp. 3448,  and are trans- 
lated  and discussed  in Velat, letudes  sur  le Me'eraf,  pp. 21846. 
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should be sung at the beginning,  but this does not mean that any 
text lacking such a number must be an Ssm£  /£-'al£m.  In a few 
places wazema  and 'Azl  texts are clearly designated  as such by a 
rubric (e.g. fol. 48a), but in other places they are not. The one 
type of category that seems to be consistently  identified  in the 
manuscript  is the q6)nnSwat,  which always comes at the very end 
of the series of chants assigned to each feast. In later sources  of 
the D6)ggwa,  on the other hand, the three  series  of m£zmur  or £bun 
texts, Ssm£  /£-'al£m  texts  and qAnnSwat  texts  will be fully  segregated 
from  each other, with each series clearly  identified  by a rubric  at 
the beginning. 
For two categories  of Type IIA portions,  s£lam  and wazema,  sub- 
stantial  remnants  of collections  survive  in 15B, both of which are 
organised  by liturgical  year. These, together  with 14A, represent 
'Stage  I' in the history  of Type II, corresponding  to Stage I in the 
history of Type I. In 15C we find the texts of all the Type IIa 
and IIb portions already incorporated  into the earliest D0ggwa 
manuscript.  Since then they have remained  among the normal 
contents  of the D0ggwa,  though separate  collections  of individual 
categories  did not die out completely.43 
At some  unknown  time,  however,  Type II chants  also came  to be 
understood  as belonging  to groupings  known  as betoch  or 'houses'. 
Portions belong to the same house when they have the same 
melodic  incipit;  the house itself came to be named  for the textual 
incipit of a representative  chant from the group. 'Stage II' took 
place when these houses began to be designated  by written  signs, 
each appearing  in the margin  next to the first line of the portion 
to which  it applied.  The earliest  appearance  of such signs is in the 
s£1am  collection  in 15B,  in a hand different  from  that of the original 
scribe but nevertheless  belonging  to the fifteenth  century.  But, as 
can be seen in Figure  5, the written  system  had not yet been stand- 
43  See our sources  20C, which  includes  a collection  of mezmur,  and 20G, which includes 
collections  of mezmur  and Ssme  le-'alem.  The nineteenth-century  source  Paris,  Biblio- 
theque  Nationale,  MS d'Abbadie  87 contains  collections  of:  mezmur  (fols. laH8b), selam 
and wazema  (69a-92b,  though  the rubric  on 69a speaks  of selam  and mezmur),  wazema 
(92b-106b), 'Azl (106b-120b), ze-emlakiys  and erba't (120b-128b), Xelest  (128b- 
140a),  eryam (140a-148b),  zAmmare  (149a-173b),  m8'raf  (175a-195b)  and 
mewa8't (195b-209a).  This description  is more accurate  than the ones in C. Conti 
Rossini,  'Notice  sur les manuscrits  ethiopiens  de la collection  d'Abbadie',  Journal  Asia- 
tique  (Nov-Dec 1912),  pp. 469-70,  or M. Chalne,  Bibliotheque  nationale:  catalogue  des  manus- 
crits  etthiopiens  de  la collection  Antoine  d'Abbadie  (Paris,  1912). 
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on_c¢s, 
'daggers'  separate  individual  t;  *< 
portions  (all  forfeast  of  St  [  t  s  ^  : 
Mark  the  Evangelist)  _ %_  ^--*|  6tZ 
n H  H h*ne4t 
abbreviated  ti iw  n >  t 
$  _  4.nys6t 
t<S,*  ;t 
abbreviation  for  unknown  bet-  ,  ^  n -  -  sC+h-tt  W  diwnc  Yi: 
h n hw**S 
d  hw  *Z  8  t## 
bet  68 abbreviated  'normally'  P  n  SW*w_tX  * 
/  fi¢^;t0_ 
:ss"tt^ 
4F  wC 
p%4 
seq<  sXC* 
*4*-|fAt_¢*J*  J 
line  indicates  beginning  of  new  _*  )  _*  j  _*w_  _ 
feast  (Nativity  of  St  John  the  t g ¢  +  - 4*  ^  t  +t 
Baptist)  8 n  -+-  f  ^ 
,,-<S  ,  v  4__-  h', 
+t-^  * nuncs-  X  m 
#= 
=z_  w_F; 
¢  a  5k 
t  :# ^ 
t  s 
_-_= 
_X_S 
Figure  5  15B,  fol. 126b,  col.  2 
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ardised.  The first  bet  sign, B38 in our list, is completely  written  out 
except  for  its final  letter- though  it was this final  letter  that became 
the standard  abbreviation  in later sources.  The second bet  sign is 
an abbreviation  of some sort (it consists of the letter qo written 
over the letter  m£),  but it cannot  be identified  with any bet  known 
to us from  twentieth-century  sources  of information.44  On the other 
hand the third bet  sign, B68 in our list, is already the one that 
became  standard,  the first  letter  of the complete  word.  The earliest 
source  in which bet  signs according  to the standard  system  appear 
to have been  written  by the original  scribe  is 16B,  but the majority 
of such signs even in this manuscript  were clearly  added by later 
hands. 
The practice  of classifying  chants  by melodic  incipit  is of course 
known  also in medieval  western  Europe,  where it competed  with 
that of classifying  melodies  according  to their  final.45  As Monson's 
discussion  below  indicates,  the notion  of 'final'  is much  less central 
in Ethiopian  chant, though not completely  absent. It is in any 
case quite useless  for distinguishing  the Ethiopian  'modes'.  The bet 
system, on the other hand, is one of several indications  that in 
Ethiopia it  is  the beginnings of melodies that are particularly 
important. 
At some point the standard  incipits of the bet  system became 
linked to the standard melodic formulas  with which the words 
'halleluya'  and 'For his mercy endures forever'  were sung with 
each Type II portion.  This was only natural,  for in performance 
these  prefatory  formulas  would  have been  followed  immediately  by 
the beginning  of the portion  itself.  In Stage  III, written  lists  of these 
'halleluya'  and 'For his mercy' formulas,  supplied with musical 
notation,.  began  to be drawn  up, with each formula  attached  to its 
textual  bet  incipit, also with musical  notation.  Such a list is called 
Enqes's  Halleta  ('The gate of the halleluya  material'),  but because 
each halleluya  or refrain  melody  is linked  to a bet  it also serves  as 
a list of bet  and a guide to the bet  system as a whole. The earliest 
manuscript  in our list of sources  to include  such a halleluya  list is 
44  Bet 23 in our list, £ls'ifo,  is normally  abbreviated  qo,  but there  is no m£  in this word. 
The G@'Az  word qom£  ('stop'), written  exactly  as shown in Figure  5, can be found 
in the margins  of biblical  manuscripts,  where  it signals  the end  of a pericope  or liturgical 
reading  (R. Zuurmond,  Research  into  the Text  of the  Synoptic  Gospels  in Getez,  II  (Delft 
and Faringdon,  Oxon., 1987),  p. 48; Uhlig, Athiopische  Palaographie,  pp. 91-2. 
45  M. Huglo,  Les  tonaires:  inventaire,  analyse,  comparaison  (Paris,  1971),  pp. 72, 399-412. 
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17C,  though  a slightly  earlier  manuscript  dates  from  A.D.  1667-8.46 
The list in 17C is already  very similar  to the Enqes's  Halleta  lists 
normally  found in D6Jggwa  manuscripts  from that time on. Not 
until printed  books  appear  in the 1960s,  however,  do we find lists 
of the bet  signs, giving all the marginal  abbreviations  according  to 
'mode'  and identifying  each  with its fully  spelled-out  bet.  This final 
development  is 'Stage IV'. There are 123 bet  signs in the list in 
20D, but our chief informant  evidently  regarded  some of them as 
duplications,  for he sang only 1  14. 
While we have not yet identified  the sources of many of the 
betoch,  it appears  that they tend to be derived  from  portions  of the 
mezmur  category.  Thus Bet 41  ,ySJtfeXsah'  semay,  to which  the portion 
in our Figure  2 belongs,  derives  from  the mezmur  from  the morning 
ofEce (Mewedd6Js)  for Easter (Fasika).47  There are however  some 
exceptions.  Bet 68, wazema,  is used  for  many  portions  of the wazema 
category;  its source may be the wazema  of the feast of the Four 
Heavenly  Creatures,  8 ZiSdar.48  Bet 97.3, engergari,  which appears 
to duplicate  Bet 91, qum  engergari,  seems  to be used  for  the engergari 
or m6Jlt'an  category  in general and not to have a specific  source 
in one particular  portion.  But there is at least one example  of a 
selam  in this bet, sung at the end of the wazema  (Vespers)  office  on 
Christmas  (L0det).49  Bet 56, qedami  zema,  is derived  from  an eCyam 
for  Easter  (Fasika)  ,50 even  though  the portions  of the eCyam  category 
do not participate  in the bet  system. 
The written history of the 'modes'. As explained  above,  all Ethi- 
opian  chants  are  assigned  to one of three  groupings  that  Westerners 
like to call 'modes',  though  in Ethiopic  each grouping  is called an 
'order'  (s6Jlt)  or 'chant'  (zema).5'  Traditionally  these three  zemat  are 
attributed  to St Yared.  But they may have emerged  more  recently, 
and there  may once have been only two modal  classifications.  The 
46  Uppsala,  Universitetsbiblioteket, MS O Ethiop. 36, described in Logren,  Katalog,  pp. 
67-75.  EMML 3890, which also contains an Enq£s'£  Halleta,  is of about the same date 
as our 17C, 1693-1716. 
47  In our source 20D, it is located on p. 249, col. 1, line 16. 
48  20D, p. 86, col. 1, line 23. 
49  20D, p.  196, col.  1, line 25. 
50  20D, p. 249, col. 1, line 1. 
51  The  word zema,  however, can also be used as  the general term for the chant of the 
Ethiopian Orthodox Church. See K.  K.  Shelemay, Music,  Ritual,  and  Falasha  Histoy 
(East Lansing, MI,  1986), pp. 99-101. 
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three modes g0'Az, 'AzI and eraray  are all named in  15C. But 
earlier  sources  seem to know only g0'Az  and 'AzI,  as if there were 
a time when only these two modes were in use. These sources 
include 14A, the selam  collection  in 15B and the early Z&nmare 
EMML 2091 of the fifteenth  or sixteenth  century.  The Mestegab'SJ, 
a selection  of psalm verses memorised  by boys in training  as part 
of the Night Studies, also includes only gSJ'SJz  and 'AzI  sections, 
though  we do not know when this collection  was assembled.  The 
collections  of Type I chants in 13A and 15B name none of the 
modes, but identify  some melodic  groups  as being 'in the second 
zema' (be-kal6J'  zema) as  if  there were then only two zemat.52 
The possibility  that there may once have been only two modes 
suggests an explanation for the names g0'Az and 'AzI,  which 
can be translated  'common'  and 'apart'  or 'special'.53  The 'special' 
character  of'Azl  may be connected  with the fact that  it is associated 
with particular  seasons of the year.54  Perhaps, then, there were 
originally  only two modes,  one used generally,  the other  restricted 
to certain special occasions. The name eraray,  thought to be an 
Amharic  onomatopoeic  term for crying  in a high or loud voice,55 
may have arisen at a later time to designate the higher-range 
chants of the 'AzI  group. Support  for this view may be found in 
Monson's observation,  reported  below, that there are only two 
'background  pitch sets', one for gA'Az,  the other for 'AzI  and 
eraray.  This hypothesis  needs to be confirmed  by extensive  investi- 
gation of the history of the modal designations  and notations  of 
portions  now assigned  to eraray.  In any case, three  modes  with the 
modern  names already  existed at the time 15C  was copied.56 
52  On the other hand, an alternative interpretation is suggested by the s£lam  and wazema 
collection in  Paris MS  d'Abbadie 87  (19th century).  It is organised into g0'Az (fol. 
69a), b£kalS'  zema  (77a), £raray  (80a) and 'Azl (89b), suggesting that the 'second zema' 
is  here  regarded as  a  subdivision  within  g0'Az. 
53  Cf. Dillmann, Lexicon  linguae  aethiopicae,  p. 1189. For more on the terminology, see Shele- 
may, Music,  Ritual,  and  Walasha  History,  pp.  168-73. 
54  See the treatise in Vatican MS Aeth. 245, fol. 10a; the opening is translated into Latin 
in Grebaut and Tisserant, Codices  aethiopici,  p. 755. For some other theoretical literature 
on the modes see E. Cerulli, I manoscritti  etiopici  della  Chester  Beatty  Library  in Dublino,  Atti 
della Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, Classe di Scienze Morali, Storiche e Filologiche, 
8th series, XI  (1965), p. 300 (a MS of the seventeenth or eighteenth century), EMML 
3434, fol. 114a (eighteenth century), our source 19D (EMML 2936) . 
55  W.  Leslau, Comparative  Dictionary  of G0'Az  (Classical  Ethiopic)  (Wiesbaden, 1987), p. 39. 
56  Cerulli, La letteratura  etiopica,  p. 163, asserts that a late seventeenth-century revision of 
the D0ggwa,  prepared by Qale Ewadi at Debre Libanos, was especially concerned with 
the modes of the chant; but he cites no sources and we have no further information. 
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The development of the notation. Ethiopian  traditions  seem to 
say that the notation was invented by two priests, Gera and 
Ragu'el,  who are said to have lived at some time during  the six- 
teenth  century.57  The manuscript  evidence  is more  or less consist- 
ent with this. Fifteenth-century  manuscripts  lack music notation 
altogether.  The scribes  who copied 16B  and 16C  evidently  did not 
foresee  the addition  of notation,  although  it was added  over some 
of their  texts during  the seventeenth  century.58  But in 16D and all 
subsequent  manuscripts,  the original  scribe  left space  for the nota- 
tion above  each line of text, and this notation  was actually  entered 
during  the copying  of the text or shortly  afterwards.  The notation 
of 16A (late  fifteenth  or early  sixteenth  century)  stands  apart  from 
that of all other  known  sources,  however,  and makes  it an import- 
ant manuscript  for investigating  the origins  of the notation.  Most 
of its mAlSkkSt  are not much  later  than the text itself, but they and 
especially  theyefideI  qArs'  are notably more sparse than in other 
sources.  The notator  rarely  bothered  to indicate  enbSr  at the ends 
of portions,  for instance,  and he wrote other signs very sparingly 
compared  with later  manuscripts.  Indeed,  in not a few places  addi- 
tional  signs have been  put in by scribes  of later  periods.  A number 
of features  confirm  the impression  that 16A witnesses  to an early 
stage  when the notational  system  was not yet fully developed.  The 
yeJEdel  qArs'  are especially  sparse:  dAfat  occurs very rarely,  while 
deret,  rSkrSk  and hAdet  seem not to have been used at all by the 
original  notator.  On the other  hand, there  are frequent  vertical  or 
slanted  strokes  both within and above the texts, which appear  to 
have been deliberately  intended to convey declamational  infor- 
mation of some sort. Their frequency,  combined  with the limi- 
ted use of the conventional  signs, seem to indicate  that this manu- 
script  was notated  at a time  when the mAlSkkSt  system  had already 
developed  but theyefideI  qArs'  system  was still being worked  out. 
The historical  development  of theyefideI  qArs'  and the mAlSkkSt 
as written  systems  can be traced  by following  a single portion  all 
the way through  our series of dated manuscripts.  Through  such 
study  one can learn  much  about  the notational  history  of the chant. 
57  See discussion in note 29. 
58  Because most of the mAlSkkSt  are characters from the syllabary, they can be dated by the 
same palaeographical techniques used for dating Ethiopian texts; see Uhlig, Athiopische 
Palaographie,  pp. 53940.  However, the dating of scripts from before the seventeenth 
century is still difTicult  because dated landrnarks  are so rare. 
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Our Table 6 compares  the notation of the first portion in the 
D0ggwa  (the one illustrated  above by Shelemay)  as it occurs  in all 
the notated sources on our list in Table 2.59  The text is given 
beneath  the notation  of 20D, because  this is the source  our inform- 
ant used to perform  the portion.  We begin  with the rubric  indicat- 
ing  the  category of  the  chant  (mAlt'an  in  most manuscripts, 
wazema  or metmur  in some) and its assignment  to the feast of St 
John the Baptist (  1 Meskerem),  the first  day of the liturgical  year. 
Then, most sources  give the abbreviation  for the bet,  which is B41 
in our list. After that, the indication  'in 1' means that the word 
'halleluya'  is sung once. Thereafter,  the numbers  preceded  by a 
capital  G represent  mAlSkkSt  in the g0'Az  mode for which we have 
transcriptions.  An asterisk  after the number  means that this par- 
ticular  place  is the source  (sSreyu)  of the melodic  formula  associated 
with this mAlSkkSt.  The underlined  syllables  are transliterations  of 
mAlSkkSt  for  which  we have no musical  transcriptions,  because  our 
informant  did not include  them in his list. All the other  symbols  - 
dots, brackets  and the rest-  areyefidel  qArs'. 
In the very earliest  sources,  the notation  is sometimes  inconsist- 
ent, as if a great variety  of melodic  traditions  were in circulation. 
Our example  is more consistent  than most, perhaps  because  it is 
the first portion  in the D0ggwa. 16D contains  an especially  large 
number  of variants  throughout  all the portions  we checked,  as if 
it represented  a tradition  quite different  from  the one that became 
more or less standard.  The most noteworthy  early variant is the 
very first mAlSkkSt  in 16B, which is the syllableyu for sSreyu.  A 
modern  Ethiopian  singer  would  presumably  look to the text below 
and, seeing the words bAz'u'S  enteyoh'ennSsS,  decide to sing the 
melodic  formula  he has memorised  with these words. This would 
be formula  G88 in our dictionary,  but one that occurs  at this place 
in no other  source.  Was it indeed  what the scribe  who notated 1GB 
actually intended?  The problem is complicated  by the fact that 
bAz'u'S  enteyoh'ennSs6),  'Blessed  are  you  John', is a textual  formula, 
beginning  a number  of portions  for this feast day and (with the 
name changed) many other feasts as well. But almost all of the 
portions  for  StJohn's day that begin  with this incipit,  in all sources 
including  16B, are notated  with the same mAlSkkSt  as our portion 
59  The complete chart will be published in Shelemay and Jeffery, Ethiopian  Christian  Litur- 
gical  Chant.  Here we reproduce the chart for only the first two phrases of portion 1. 
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Table 6  The  first  portion  in the  Dagg7lva 
15C 
la, 1,13  malt'an  in 1?  = = = = = = ==  = = = = = = 
16A 
la  [first  folio faded and illegible] 
16B 
6a, 1, 29  malttan  of John  so  in I  = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
16D 
5b, 1,1  malttanoftheevening  bet41  in I  ====  ======  = = = = 
17A 
la, 1, 16  malt'an  of the evening of St John  bet 41  in I  = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
17C 
5a,1,21  bet41  inl  ============== 
18B 
5a, 1,12  in I  = = = = ==  = = = = = ==  = 
18C 
5a, 1, I  malt'an  of the evening  bet 41  in I  = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
18D 
3a, 1,13  wezemaofJohn  bet41  in I  = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
19A 
4a, 1, 22  m£zmur  of the evening  bet 41  in I  = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
19B 
3a, 1, 28  malt'an  of the evening on I M£sker£m  bet 41  in I  = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
19C 
4a, 1, I  malttan  of the evening  in I  = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
20A 
7a, 1, 19  malttan  of the evening on the feast of St John  bet 41  in I  = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
20B 
6a, 1, 20  malt'an  of the evening of John  bet 41  in I  = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
20D 
1, 1, 10  malt'an  of the evening of John  the Baptist  bet 41  in I  = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
20F 
7, 1, 4  bet 41  in I  = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
20D  :)  gu  a 
guu  cn 
392,1,28  [halleluyatable]  bet41*  in I  ha-  lle  lu-  ya 
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G88*  G186  .  G200  .  )  cn 
16D 
G186  .  Gl 16  n 
17A 
h£1£  G200  cn 
17C 
G  186  .  G200  .  n 
1  8B  n? 
G  186  +G200+  .  C? 
18C 
)  G  186  .  G200  .  Z£1£  cn 
18D 
G  186  .  G200  ^  .  n 
19A 
-  G  186  .  G200  .  n 
19B 
G  186  .  G75  .  n 
19C 
-  G186  G200  .  n 
20A 
G  186  :  G200  .  n 
20B 
G186  :  G200  .  n 
20D 
-  G  186  .  G200  hJy£  cn 
ba-  z'u-  ' a  e-  n  -  t£  yo-  h's-  nna -  S£ 
20F 
G186  :  G200  G195  hJy£ 
20D  _. 
G86  )  G200  n 




.?  .  Gll  .  n£d  .  ) 
16D 
Gll  .  .  na  ) 
17A 
Gll  .  .  .  G61  Gll 
17C 
Gl I  .  .  G61  ) 
18B 
+GI l+  .  +  +  G61  +)+ 
+ra+ 
18C 
Gll  .  .  na  ) 
18D 
Gl I  G61  ) 
19A 
Gl  I  .  .  G61  ) 
I9B 
Gl I  .  .  G61  ) 
I9C 
Gll  .  .  G61 ) 
20A 
*  Gl l  .  C  *  )  G6l 
20B 
G I I  G60  )  G6 1  ) 
2 
20D 
hay£  .  G 1 1  .  :  G6 1  ) 
Z£-  h£-  1l9-  W£-  £  ta  -  ma-  rm  2  W£-  t£-  h £-  WW9-  rm  q£da-  m£ 
20F 
G119.  Gll  G60  :  G61  ) 
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Table  6  continued 
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1, namely G186 followed  by G200. The source,  or sSreyu,  of G88 
is one of the erbatt  portions  included  in Ye-qal  7Umhdrt,  assigned 
to the following  Sunday.60 
As the chart for portion 1 shows, much of the notation had 
stabilised  by the seventeenth  century,  except  at certain  points  that 
for some reason  continued  to vary over time. At one point in this 
portion, at  the  text  be'Anta'enSJ  wSste rS'Ase (not reproduced 
in Table 6), the manuscripts  not only differ  among  themselves,  but 
often contain mAlSkkSt  that are not to be found in our list. Once 
achieved,  the overall  notational  stability  lasted through  the seven- 
teenth  and eighteenth  centuries  and into the nineteenth.  In the late 
nineteenth  and the twentieth  centuries,  many more signs came to 
be added to the notation,  as if singers  were beginning  to lose their 
grip on the tradition,  and compensated  by attempting  to notate  as 
specifically  as possible. Our example  has experienced  less of this 
than other  portions,  but on p. 2 it will be noted that the two most 
recent sources,  20D and 20F, contain  mAlSkkSt  not found earlier: 
G  195,  the unlisted  mAlSkkSt  hAya,  G  119,  G  151.  20F also shares  G60 
with 20B. 
Once the notation  is understood  it is possible to seek a better 
understanding  of how the Type I and Type II groups actually 
function.  Table 7 compares  the notation  of the first  melodic  model 
for the eryam  category,  portion 12 in our forthcoming  anthology, 
with several  other eryam  texts that take the portion 12 melody  for 
their model. Boxes outline places where the melodies  agree with 
portion 12, and it will be readily observed  that these are more 
common  towards  the beginning  of each portion.  The use of A1 for 
the final cadence is very common among portions  in the eraray 
mode;  its presence  in four  of our six examples  should  not be over- 
rated. However,  only extensive  study will determine  how typical 
portion 12 is of the Ethiopian  repertory  as a whole. 
Table 8 compares  a Type IIa portion  (our no. 1, the same one 
as illustrated  in Table 6) with the portion  that serves  as the source 
of its bet  (B15), where  the notation  represents  no single source  but 
is conflated  from several  twentieth-century  manuscripts.  The two 
60 For the text, see Velat, Meteraf,  p. 49 no. 15. For a translation  see Velat, letudes  sur  le 
Meteraf,  p. 246 no. 15. For its liturgical  assignment  (the Sunday  after  St John's day) 
see 20D 8, 2, 18. For the mAlSkkSt,  which  have not been published,  see EMML 1347, 
fol. 37b, col. 1, line 5. 
95 Table 7  Portion  12, a 'melodismodel',  compared  withsomederivativeportions 
Key:  12 - eryam  for Easter,  first  in the series of 'melodic  models'  for the eryam  category 
AA  - eryam  for St  John (first  day of the year) 
BB - eryam  for Terce, first  Monday  in Lent 
CC  - eryam  for Sext, first  Monday  in Lent 
DD - eryam  for None, first  Monday  in Lent 
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) Table 8  Comparison  of  portion  I with  the  source  of its  bet  (-  portion  15) 
1  bet  41  inl  -  G186  .  G200  hAya  cn  G151  Gll  :  G61  )  - 
15  bet  41*  inl  G86  )  G200  .  :  G182  )  G13  .  G88  .  G153  : 
1  .  G63  .  Gll  .......  Gll9  G86  G86  n  .  ra  G160  )  G161  zAys  G63  G86  G17 
15  G195  G63  Gll  -  .  G63  .  G274  G246  .  .  :  G61  n  ) 
1  G14  F  -  G84*  :  ..  G165*  .  -  C 
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have of course  the same halleluya  melisma,  with the word 'hallel- 
uya7  being sung only once. They agree in having G200 near the 
beginning,  and G63 followed  by G11 in the middle of the chant. 
Interestingly,  they also agree  in having  the sources  of two formulas 
(sSreyu)  close  to the end (note  the asterisks),  though  the two  formu- 
las are different  in each case. Beyond  that there  is little similarity. 
Clearly  the relationship  between  a Type II portion  and the source 
of its bet  is even looser than the relationship  between a Type I 
portion  and its melodic  model.  To the very limited  degree  that we 
can generalise  from  these two portions,  it would seem that a bet  is 
not a model  at all, but governs  only the halleluya  and (loosely)  the 
incipit.  Indeed,  comparison  of Table 8 with Table 7 suggests  that, 
in Ethiopian  chant, similarities  tend to cluster  near the beginnings 
of the related portions. There is other evidence to support this 
impression.  However,  some  of the other  chants  in our sample  illus- 
trate cases where portions  sharing  the same bet  have a great deal 
more in  common with each other than the  two portions in 
Table 8. 
Princeton  University 
INGRID  MONSON 
EVIDENCE  FROM  THE  MODERN  ORAL 
T R A D I T I O N 
Ethiopian  Christian  chant  is an example  of a musical  system  whose 
notation was never intended to replace oral transmission.  The 
alphabetic  abbreviations  known as mAlSkkSt  are used to index a 
corpus  of conventionalised  melodic  phrases,  which are themselves 
drawn  from whole source  chants. Unless the Ethiopian  musician 
is performing  the source  portion  itself,  he must accommodate  new 
text to the phrases  while singing.  Competence  in Ethiopian  chant 
performance,  accordingly,  is acquired  by memorising  a repertory 
of phrases,  learning  the alphabetical  abbreviations  for these melo- 
dies, and developing  the ability  to recall  and sing these  phrases  on 
new texts with the aid of the mAlSkkSt  notation  and a set of ten 
additional signs, yefidel qArs',  here termed 'conventional  signs'. 
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Study of the notational  system  is carried  out only after  the Ethio- 
pian church  musician  has learned  many portions  as whole chants. 
The notation,  once learned,  appears  to facilitate  the acquisition  of 
additional  repertory. 
Transcriptions  of eighteen  liturgical  portions,  a pedagogical  list 
of 558 mAlSkkSt  from the Bethlehem  school (hereafter  called the 
dictionary),  and a comparative  list of fifty-seven  mAlSkkSt,  includ- 
ing performances  by practitioners  in  the Qoma and Achaber 
schools, will be used here to illustrate various features of the 
musical system as perpetuated  in the Ethiopian Christian oral 
tradition. 
The first part of this discussion  attempts  to define 'mode'  as it 
applies to Ethiopian chant. The second part discusses a single 
liturgical  portion  and its notation  in detail. In the final section, a 
comparative  sample  is used to identify  both the range  of variation 
between  renditions  by one musician  at different  times,  and between 
three  different  musicians  performing  the same material. 
A definition of  mode.  The Amharic word sSlt, which can be 
rendered  as 'mode',  applies to the indigenous  classification  of the 
mAlSkkSt  and portions into three musical categories.  The word 
zema,  which in its general  sense means sacred chant, can also be 
used to mean mode. A metaphor  associating  the three  modes  with 
the  Holy  Trinity is  operative in  Ethiopian chant: the gA'Az 
mode represents  God the Father;  'Azl  God the Son; and eraray  the 
Holy Spirit.6l 
Musically, gA'Az  distinguishes  itself from eraray  and 'Azl by 
possessing  a different  background  pitch set. Fraray  and 'Azl  are, in 
turn,  differentiated  from  each  other  by liturgical  function  and regis- 
ter: they both use the same background  pitch set, but 'Azl is 
employed  primarily  during  Lent and Holy Week. 
For the Ethiopian  church  musician  the identity  of the modes is 
expressed  in the mAlSkkSt  melodies  and the portions.  There is no 
indigenous  classification  of the pitch material  within these melo- 
dies, although a pitch set differentiation  between  gA'Az  and the 
other modes is tacitly and rigorously  observed in practice. My 
description  of pitch usage in the Ethiopian  modes is therefore  an 
61  Lepisa,  'The Three  Modes',  pp. 163-6. 
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analytical  convenience  and is not to be confused  with indigenous 
notions  of scale or melody  type. 
GA'Az  is the most frequently  occurring  mode, accounting  for 
approximately  half (287) of  the  558 signs in  the  dictionary. 
Example  7 sets out the pitch  set used  in g0'Az.  It consists  of a series 
of thirds,62  represented  here as a'-c"-e" (in semibreves)  which 
serve as the most common  points of resolution  for  gSAz melodies 
(g#  occasionally  appears  as a point  of resolution  as well). The chro- 
matic  auxiliary  notes  around  the outer  fifth  (g#' and bb'  around  a', 
and d%"  andf"  around  e") embellish  this mode,  as can be seen in 
the example  m6Jl6JkkSJt  shown  in Example  7. There  is often  indiffer- 
ence over  whether  embellishment  of the note is above  or below  the 
principal  note, suggesting  that for the Ethiopian  musician  vari- 
ations of this type do not compromise  the melodic  identity  of the 
sign (cf. example  m6Jl6JkkSJt  G13, final three  notes, and G25 on syl- 
lable se). The middle member  of the series of thirds (c") is not 
decorated  by half-steps.  This note is the returning  tone, or final  in 
the gA'Az  mode.63  In the notation, cadential patterns and the 
returning  tone  are  indicated  with enbSJr,  one of the ten conventional 
signs. The true distance  of this pitch from  the first  in the series  of 
thirds  tends to be slightly  larger  than a minor  third. On occasion 
it is as large as a major  third. 
62  The expression  'series  of thirds'  is a modification  of Curt Sachs's  notion  of 'chain  of 
thirds'  (Sachs,  'Primitive  and Medieval  Music:  a Parallel',JAMS,  13 (1960),  pp. 42-9; 
The  Wellsprings  of  Music,  ed.  J. Kunst,  repr.  of 1962  edn (New  York,  1977)  ). It is intended 
to describe the pitches which serve as points of melodic resolution  in the gA'Az 
mode,  in the  absence  of an indigenous  term.  Sachs  defines  'chain'  as follows:  'the  melody 
has a formative  kernel,  usually  a third  or fourth;  when  the singer  expands  the range  of 
his melody  beyond  this kernel,  he often  feels  compelled  to add a similar  interval  above 
or below,  thus creating  a double  third  or a double  fourth  and, onward,  . . . [includes 
possibility  of chain of 34  like intervals]'  ('Primitive  and Medieval  Music', p. 45). 
Sachs's  exposition  requires  revision  for  two reasons:  (1) it does not include  a notion  of 
octave  duplication  (which  occurs  frequently  in Ethiopian  chant),  and (2) it is used to 
articulate  a theory  for the historical  development  of melody  cross-culturally  on the 
speculative  and evolutionary  assumption  that melodies  expanded  outward  from  small 
intervals  and are  filled  in from  larger  ones (The  Wellsprings  of Music,  pp. 143-58,  72, 51- 
2). H. van der Werf,  The  Emergence  of Gregorian  Chant  (Rochester,  NY, 1983),  pp. 109 
20, has apparently  borrowed  this term  from  Sachs  along  with aspects  of Sachs's  ideas 
concerning  historical  priority  as applied  to Gregorian  chant.  Sachs,  however,  includes 
the notion of points of melodic  repose  connected  by 'passage'  notes ('Primitive  and 
Medieval  Music',  p. 45), which  is useful  in the Ethiopian  case and is not included  in 
the idea of 'octave  species'.  I thank Peter  Jeffery  for citations  and for assistance  in 
clarifying  this point. 
63  In Ethiopian  secular  music,  the term  melash  means  'returning  tone' (A. Kebede,  'The 
Bowl-Lyre  of Northeast  Africa  -  Krar: the Devil's Instrument',  Ethnomusicology,  21 
(1977),  pp. 389-91. 
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Example  7. 'Mode'  in Ethiopian  chant  (source:  dictionary  of m6)l6)kk6)t  performed 
by Berhanu  Makonnen  between  June and October  1975) 
(a) gRAz  : 
basic  iS  ,,  bo  <2  t 
pitches  way  C 
-  f 
4  X  J ;."}J-l-":J  4Zl J g  J-J J J 
I 
+  J  J. LC  Fr  r-Err#:r  4  I C-rZ:  C r @ 
:]  l  i-  f 
substitutabilityi¢  sr  r r :£:f!  r  ;  t-;  X  C  t 
;  :;  ;r  Z  LDr  :  ;  2 
da^- na-  nu  zas-ku 
AX  +  ,J  = <,,)  ANA 
sample  >  h>  JB  ;  =  1  3) 
m6)l6)kk6)t  F  v  t,  -t  t  ;; 
I£-w£-la-di  ya-  bla-  wo  no-se-  bbah'  kwa-lla- ne 
E45 
E25  ;=  144  =  () 
1:f  Cf  rrrrpl  !  r^gz;..S;: 
cils 
;  =  I 1  2  +  GlS 








;=  112t  +  +  + 
T  I£h'az-b£  fa-si-ka  £b-  S£-  ru  ra'a-  yu  b£-gga-' 
(b) eraray;'SJzl 
pitch set 1  pitch set 2 
basic  Q  +  , 
pitches  P:,,  <-  <9,  o  ° 
;  A58 (dictionary) 
e  I  r  r  8  _ 
£11-  t£  wa'a-tu 
A58 (excerpt from poton  3) 
J=85 
:] 
no-  ze-  nnu  b£-WDS-  t£  £-  h'a-za- ba  llil-hu 
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Defining  eraray  and 'Azl  is more problematic,  largely  owing to 
difficulties  in translating  Ethiopian  intonation  into Western  nota- 
tion. Fraray  and 'Azl  both use the same pitch set, c'-d'-f'-g'-a' 
orc'-d'-e'-g'-a', as rendered  in staffnotation (see Example 7). 
Ambiguity  in these modes, from the analyst's  perspective,  is the 
product  of two factors.  First,  the actual  intonation  of the intervals 
d'-f' and d'-e' is often in between  these two Western  pitches, so 
much  so that  whether  the Western  ear  should  resolve  the ambiguity 
towards  the second or the minor third in the transcriptions  has 
often been a point of disagreement  in the research  team. We had 
the interval measured  on a Fairlight  Voicetracker.  It is indeed 
often  exactly  halfway  between  a major  second  and a minor  third.64 
These two pitch sets, rendered  in staffnotation,  are often  observed 
as substitutes  for  one another.  See, for example,  Example  7, where 
the melody  of sign A58 is shown in the dictionary  using pitch set 
1 and in one of the portions  with pitch set 2. The signs proceed 
identically  until the fifth pitch of the set is introduced.  Secondly, 
the typical cadential  gesture  of a descent and return  of a minor 
third can occur at two places within any given form of the pitch 
set: c' andf'  within set 1, or c' and g' in pitch set 2, making  it 
difEcult  to establish  a returning  tone  for  any mAlSkkSt  in isolation.65 
Selecting  a comparative  transposition  level for the mAlSkkSt  was 
difEcult,  particularly  in light of the fact that eraray  is additionally 
said  to be the mode  with the highest  register.66  Only in the portions, 
which indicate  returning  tone with the symbol  enbE3r,  has it been 
possible to observe  the apparent  predominance  of pitch set 2 in 
characterising  the mode. It may, in fact, be better  to think  of these 
modes  as a pentatonic  collection  with a variable  third  degree. 
The performance of a liturgical portion. To illustrate  the many 
musical  issues involved  in performing  Ethiopian  chant, liturgical 
portion  7 from  our  sample  will be examined  in some  detail.  Portion 
7 is an engergari  for Christmas  in the gE3'd3z  mode. The word 
engergari  is evidently  derived  from an Amharic  word which con- 
notes agitation  or excitement,67  and is often used for chants that 
are linked  to major  feast days. 
64  We  thank  Dr Kathryn  Vaughn,  who  carried  out  this  work  at the  University  of California, 
Los Angeles. 
65  This cadential  gesture  is observable  at the end of each  mE31E3kkE3t  in Example  7. 
66  Lepisa,  'The Three  Modes',  p. 166. 
67  Leslau,  Concise  Amharic  Dictionary,  p. 209. 
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Figure  6  Notation  of portion  7, engergari  for Christmas  (Yeziq  Mes'h'af,  Addis Ababa, 
1962  E.C.) 
a.  *  e:  w-w,e  P  t 
_e_#e 
*F_  t_  _ 
Translation:  There is joy today because  of the birth of Christ from the Holy 
Virgin.  He isJesus the  Christ  before  whom  the Magi  prostrated  themselves.  Truly 
the glory  of his birth  is wonderful.  (translation  by Getatchew  Haile) 
An internal  textual-musical  repeat  called a mAlt'an  is a formal 
feature  that portion  7 shares  with many  others  in our sample.  The 
musical  repeat  is usually  notated  in one of two ways  -  either  with 
a double  line of notation  over the part of the text to be repeated, 
or by placing the abbreviation  for mSlt'an  (mAl)  at the end of 
the portion.  When the latter convention  is used, the second part 
is written  out again. In our example,  Eleqa  Berhanu  sang from  a 
source called Yeziq  Mes'h'af,  a collection of important  parts of 
the  D@ggwa  for  holidays.68  This particular  source  has an incomplete 
double line of notation beginning  at the mAlt'an;  consequently? 
£1eqa Berhanu  did not sing the repeat. The  malt'ant  however, 
is notated in all but five of the manuscripts  examined  by Peter 
Jefiery.  The notation  that Eleqa Berhanu  sang from is shown in 
Figure  6. Throughout  the portions  analysed  for this project,  the 
music for the mAlt'an  repeat is generally  very similar  to the first 
presentation,  despite  some notational  contrast. 
Portion 7 is one of the shorter  chants in our sample, partly 
because  Berhanu  Makonnen  chose not to sing the repeat.  The top 
line of each system  of Example  8 presents  a transcription  of £1eqa 
Berhanu's  singing  of portion  7. The bottom  lines show the diction- 
1  Addis  Ababa,  1962  E.C.,  2()F  in our MS sample. 
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Example  8. Portion  7, engergarz  for Christmas  (source:  performed  by Berhanu 
Makonnen,  23 September  1975) 
; =  I 1^  .]  ] 
^  i  I  ..  ..  ,  ,  .  . 
b£-  d£-  ro  1£-  p'e- 
GI  ;=96J  J SJ  4 
1£-  gi-  ze  za-na-  ma *  ]  J=96 
tZyy  77  7I  7"Zr  $ 
. G23()  . .  G 1  63  . . 
Z£-  lo-  ttU  S£-h  £  S£-  9£-  la  S£-  9£- 
xG23()  : G 163 
=92  Z  J=  1()4  Z 
,  XJ_S  r J;rflf 
Z£-  lo-  ttU  an-  Z£  Z£11-  t£ 
.  = 62 
i'S  r":  7  r  Y }> 
G  122  )  G2X() 
-du  lo-  ttU  .-  ma-  na 
G 122  G2X() 
=8()lF  "  2B'  ;=66 
s'£-qa  wa-'a 
£-  1' 
+.  }4<  4}  ;  J  }  J 
J x*!W.l:'  #  r  r-5rfl 
t£n- ga-  '£  a-  ma-  nn£  mu-  ta-na 
G3() 
=96  +  + 
4  #r 
m£n- ka-  re  9£-  bru 
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G95 
ka-  ra 
:G95 
EJ=X2 
I  k  L 
G  3() 
sab-  d£-  tu 
m£n- 
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ary entry for each mAlSkkSt.  The mAltian  would begin on system 
3 (marked  with an M).  In each section, portion and mAltian, 
the mAlSkkSt  move to gradually  lower  points of resolution.  In the 
first  section  of the portion  the mAlSkkSt  come to rest first  on c" (as 
notated here), then g#', and finally on e' just before  the mAlt'an. 
At this point Berhanu  returns  to the opening  e", emphasising  the 
high  register  until  coming  to rest  on c" (beginning  of third  system). 
From  this moment  onwards,  Berhanu  sings  a gradually  lower  set of 
melodic  resolutions  that are more  extended  than those  of section l . 
The melisma  on lo  of zelottu  (beginning  of system  4) comes  to rest  on 
a'; the melisma  on tu  of lottu  (beginning  of system  5) comes  to a halt 
on e'. The last phrase  continues  the descent  to come to rest on c', 
the lowest  note  of the portion.  This sequence  of progressively  lower 
melodic  resolutions  with  lengthier  melismas  in the  second  halfofpor- 
tions or subsections  of portions is a common feature of g6)'6)z 
mode  portions,  and appears  to be a conventionalised  practice. 
Portion  7 exhibits  a very  high degree  of correspondence  between 
the dictionary  mAlSkkSt  and the signs as performed  in the portion. 
Allowing  for  octave  displacement,  eight signs  match  the dictionary 
entries  with great  exactness.  These signs  are marked  with an aster- 
isk on the dictionary  lines of Example  8. Three  signs are examples 
of sE)reyu,  a designation  indicating  that this occurrence  is the source 
text of  the sign. These mAlSkkSt  are marked with an  'x' in 
Example  8. 
In system  2 and the beginning  of system  3, it will be noted that 
signs G279,  G182  and G13  apply  to the same musical  phrase.  The 
dictionary entries for  these  mAlSkkSt  are  all  very  similar. 
Since G13  is the only sign that begins on the same pitch as the 
portion  melody,  it appears  that £1eqa  Berhanu  has chosen  to sing 
G13  and to bypass G279  and G182.  Likewise,  in system 3, G249 
and  G261 resemble each  other  very  closely.  Berhanu has 
apparently  chosen  G261,  although  in this case the signs are nearly 
identical.  Such situations,  including  examples  where the skipped 
mAlSkkSt  does not resemble  the chosen sign, are quite common 
throughout  the eighteen  portions  in our sample. A knowledge  of 
which mAlSkkSt  are substitutable  or equivalent to one another 
appears  to be essential to the performance  practice  of Ethiopian 
chant. 
In performance,  one also finds  contraction  and expansion  of the 
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melodies associated  with the signs. The portion  melody for G66 
(system  3) makes  use of only the first  word  of the dictionary  entry 
for the sign (cf. wS'Stu  in the portion  with bedero  in the mAlSkkSt). 
In contrast, the portion melody for G230 (see system 4, zelottu) 
represents  an expansion  of the dictionary  version  of the mAlSkkSt. 
Finally, G122 (system 5, beginning)  corresponds  to the last part 
of the dictionary  entry  only:  the melisma  on the last syllable  of the 
sign. 
The sign in the margin  of the notation (ri) is a bet  or 'house' 
sign. It  indicates a melodic incipit, which in this case exactly 
matches  the mAlSkkSt  G259.69  In portions  with halleluyas,  the bet 
indicates  the melody  to which  a halleluya  is sung. In some  portions 
in our sample  these incipits  recur  at phrase  beginnings,  even if the 
beginnings  of the mAlSkkSt  are somewhat  modified  in the process. 
In this way the bet  seem to provide  a source  of melodic  continuity 
and may aid the singer  in synthesising  the portion. 
For  most signs, the mAlSkkSt  melody  is applied  to a different  text 
and consequently  the singer  must adjust  the text of the portion  to 
the melody  of the sign. The textual  placement  in the sign seems  to 
guide that of the portion,  but often  discrepancies  exist between  the 
length  of the portion  text and that of the sign. Syllabic  quantifica- 
tion does not appear  to play a critical  role  in such accommodation. 
The conventional  signs ofyefidel  q3rs',  however,  appear  to play an 
important  role in textual  placement. 
Example  9 presents  examples  of five  of the ten conventional  signs 
drawn from the portion sample. The musical contexts in which 
these signs appear in the portions  have helped us to draw some 
tentative conclusions  about their functions.  I will start with the 
most consistent sign, ch  '  3ret (see Example 9a)  .  In every case, 
ch'3ret  indicates the syllable on which a melisma begins. H3det 
(Example  9b) apparently  indicates that many syllables must be 
quickly  sung in the m313kk3t  melody. Y3zat  (Example  9c) is some- 
what puzzling.  It occurs  frequently  in the portion  sample,  yet not 
in a uniform  musical context. Berhanu's  definitions- 'you must 
stop' or 'you must hold your voice on one letter'70-  suggest that 
69  This bet  corresponds  to one that Berhanu  Makonnen  did not sing (B97.3,  ri), possibly 
because  he regarded  it as duplicating  B91 (quri)  to which  the portion's  opening  melody 
corresponds  exactly. 
70  K.  K.  Shelemay,  unpublished  fieldnotes  and recordings:  interviews  with Berhanu 
Makonnen,  2 June-10 October  1975  (Addis  Ababa),  7 June 1979  and n.d., p. 7. 
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Example  9. The conventional  signs aE9EI  qArs') (source:  portions  7, 17 and 6 
as performed  by Berhanu  Makonnen,  3 September,  27 June and 12  July 1975) 
(a) c^'arEt ) 
i'Pr  Xrrrt;J  I"L@Ir- 
G259  )  G195  )  yu G279  )  G66 
yo-  ma  fa-  ;,fa-  h'£  tu 1£  kras-  to-  sa  wa- 'a-  tu 
+ ;J.}J++42,.wh=J  J  1;  ;2;J>I 
)  [ G261  Al9  )  [ G261  Al9  ) 
l£-ma-ra-  ya-ma  ag-zi-  '£  1£-S£11-  b£-  ta  z'o-r£-  tto  b£ 
+  J  S  J  J  J  J  «X  j  ;  1  1  ;;  ;> 
E5  )  E51  )  [  ) 
-f£-  qqad-  Zl£  hia-y£  W£-bar-  ha-na  yat-f£-qq£d  am-w£y-  na 
(b) hAdEt  _ 
i  7 7Z7"2-F30;1S  J u5 
u-  G76  tr  G1232  G13 
i'an-lE  b-d£-  tu  @1{1-  @-dd3s-t3  cbn-go  b 
f  U  r  -ir  r  I;  ; ; j ; r  ;S 
r  [  r 
Fhl£-WW3-IU  £h-Za-  bO  -  9U-  t3 
'  Y:  -r  #:  v 
(c) yAzat 
32UIiJ}ffi 
G261  ..  G249  .  G230 
kras-  to-  sa  i- yy£- su- sa  Z£-  1O- 
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.  . 
S£-  9£- 
G122  ) 
du-  lo-  ttu 8ffi J J J J J JJ I  S  d  o  |  AlOSa 
I 
..  G249  .  G261  3  [  G261  i- yye- su-  sa kras-  to- sa  le-ma-  ra-  ya-ma 
^  3  3  3 
fJ  J  <u  IJ  J  zJ}u  j  j  I  [  G261 
[ G261  be-  ta 
tEr  r r  | 
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(c) continued 
4  p  73  3 
'  ',SJJzJ1 
A47  .  [  .  A41a  .  A41a  .  m£n-ka-ra  gar-ma  la- 'u-la s'e-lle-la-  we-'e-  bu-ha  1E-  wa'a--  tu-ni  qe-  de-  sa 
3  3 
ma-  na  be-  'e-  ma 
(d) d6Jrs  n 
-ya-  na 
(e)  enbSJr  C 
t  K  I  .  . 
s  lw 
ko-  ne 
3 
KL;;  1; }}r 
[  *  [  la- de-  tu  -la  s'e-lle-la 
i3  0  X r  I;  ;r  J v 
[ 
[  *-  [  lla-la-  wwa  we-  we-  r-ha  zi  'e-  ha 
Note:  these examples  are drawn from portions  in each mode; portion 7 is in  gA'Az,  portion 17 in eraray  and portion  6 in 'Azl.  HAdet was not available  in  all  three  portions. 
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it may indicate  a stressed  or prolonged  syllable,  although  in many 
portions  this is not very audible.  Two conventional  signs, d3rs  and 
enb3r,  have specific melodies  associated  with them (Example  9d 
and e). These signs, which  indicate  that a melodic  cadence  should 
be sung, have versions appropriate  to each mode: one version 
serves  for eraray  and '3zl; another  serves for g3'3z. D3rs actually 
has an equivalent  in the m313kk3t:  G261; several  other m313kk3t 
appear to have functions  that relate to the conventional  signs as 
well. This suggests  that there  has been a tendency  for the m313kk3t 
to incorporate  some of the musical  features  originally  indicated  by 
conventional  signs. 
The most important  observations  emerging  from  this discussion 
are (l)  that the Ethiopian musician makes many of his own 
decisions  in the course  of realising  the m313kk3t,  (2) that the con- 
ventional signs are most important in  textual placement and 
indication  of important  melodic  cadences, (3) that musical  struc- 
ture  follows  textual  structure  very closely  and (4) that the bet  may 
play an important  role in the musical  continuity  of portions  which 
use them. 
A comparative sample. Fifty-seven  mAl3kkSt  sung by representa- 
tives of the three extant regional  styles -  Bethlehem,  Qoma and 
Achaber- provide  comparative  data  for  this study.  The Bethlehem 
singer, Berhanu  Makonnen,  is the same musician  who sang the 
dictionary.  Comparing  El£qa  Berhanu's  renditions  of the signs on 
two occasions  several  months  apart allows us to see what type of 
variation  occurs  in his singing  of the signs themselves.  Of twenty- 
nine m313kk3t  in the g3'3z mode, for which we have comparative 
information,  only two exhibit  variations  that threaten  the identity 
of the sign. Two are more  extended  in one rendition  than  the other. 
Example lOa displays  two m313kk3t  sung by Berhanu  Makonnen 
three  months  apart.  G198 shows  variation  that affects  the identity 
of the melody,  while G219 is an example  of melodic  extension  in 
one version.  Allowing  for equivalences  in mode, general  rhythmic 
character  and octave displacement,  the remaining  m6Jl6JkkSJt  are 
nearly identical. In the eraray  and 'Szl m6Jl6JkkSJt  in the sample, 
extension  of the sign is the only significant  type of variation.  El£qa 
Berhanu  is remarkably  consistent  in his rendition  of the signs. 
The melodies of the m6Jl6JkkSJt  as compared  among the three 
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5  W£-  t£- S£-mm£-  yo 
)  ;=56  ;.=56  +  +  +  + 
ti  ')G  J#J  J  X  #;JJ.  X  tJ  J"J;"J  j  d  X 
W£-  t£- S£-mm£-  yo 
(b) Comparative  renditions  of four mAlSkkSt  in Bethleiem (B), Qoma (Q) and 
Achaber  (A) styles (source:  performed  by Berhanu  Makonnen,  Berhanu  Abiye 
and Tekle Mesheshe,  8 September  1975) 
;=88 
'a-  bi-  yya 
,_  " 
QH  g^ruri24 
'a-  bi-  yya 
;=80 
A  S  F  C@:  Z #  #U 
'a-  bi-  yya 
;.=48  + 
B t  es  ;  J.  #r  #J. 
ya-  be  £-  mo-  na 
;=60  3  +  3 
Qi  >  1  "::  =@  #J 
ya-  be  £-  mo-  na 
s;=60  -  3 
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Example  10. Comparative  renditions  of mAlSkkSt 
(a)  Different renditions of  two  mAlSkkSt  (se 
Makonnen,  2-7 June and 8 September  1975) 
^  ;=loo  + 
Durce:  performed  by  Berhanu 
)  +  _.  + 
G198 





ya-  be 
£- 
lll 
mo-  na Bt  J=:  (;:)C:l>JN  S  J  GJ  $ 
W£-  9£-  br£  na-  gu  sa 
Qf  -;r  tr;Z;L7LX  f 2  J  J=;;: 
W£-  9£-  br£  na-  gu  sa 
t;=  138  +  _ 
W£-  9£-  br£  na-  gu  sa 
B  ';:  ;  z2:.  JgJeJ  :1  S)  ;. 
f£  nnu  a-  de-  k£ 
Qi'''2,;::'  t;F;J  v  SJ:JJJJ 
f£  nnu  a-  de-  k£ 
,  3  , 
wt7'  o  y;>@  >  ,J  : 
;=104+_  t_ 
t(t(wlrJ  #r'r@@  #J 
£m-  la-  k£  £-  dda-  ma 
i(;;>1  #r  rt#,  C"r#g  :  ;  £m-  la-  k£  £- dda- 
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Example  10  continued 
,J  =  92 
A97 
A140 
nnu  a-  de- 
(c)  Different renditions of  two  mAlSkkSt  by  Berhanu Makonnen  and  Velat's 
informant (sources: performed  by Berhanu Makonnen, 2-7June  1975; transcribed 
in Velat, Etudes  sur le Me'eraf,  p. 629; note: the two items from Velat have been 









wa-  na-  wa-  lie-  ru-  ya 
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regional  styles  -  Bethlehem,  Qoma and Achaber- exhibit  greater 
variety, as might be expected.  Example lOb shows four mAlSkkSt 
from  the comparative  sample.  The Qoma and Achaber  styles tend 
to  be  more melismatic and  extended than  the  predominant 
Bethlehem style, confirming  singers' testimony that these two 
minority  styles  are 'longer'  than  Bethlehem.  There  is both  sufficient 
general and specific  correspondence  between the signs, however, 
to suggest  that the three schools  are closely related (cf. G170 and 
G248;  A97 and A140). While  both oral tradition  and documentary 
sources  suggest that Bethlehem  is the oldest style, it is important 
to note that similarities  are probably  the product  of both common 
ancestry  and contact in the modern  performance  tradition.  It is 
not uncommon  for church  musicians  from  different  regional  styles 
to sing in the same church  in the Ethiopian  capital.71 
There is one more comparative  sample that should be men- 
tioned.  In  1951,  Bernard Velat  recorded an  accomplished 
Bethlehem  debtera  singing  more  than 500 of the mSlE3kkSt.  He pub- 
lished  transcriptions  of about  half  of them.72  I have  compared  many 
of these transcriptions  with my own and have found a great deal 
of consistency  in the mSlSkkSt.  Example  lOc  includes  two mAlSkkSt 
as rendered  by Berhanu  Makonnen  and Velat's informant.  While 
there  is more  variation  than between  Berhanu's  two samples,  given 
three months apart, the melodies  are readily  recognisable  within 
the parameters  previously  mentioned.  These transcriptions,  made 
twenty-five  years before  our mAlSkkSt  were recorded,  suggest  that 
the Ethiopian  notational  system succeeds  in transmitting  a rela- 
tively  stable  musical  corpus.  The mSlSkkSt  seem  to confine  melodic 
variation  to relatively  small units. 
University  of Chicago 
CONC  LUSIONS 
These observations,  and indeed our entire project, have only 
scraped  the surface  of Ethiopic  chant,  which  is in almost  every  way 
a subject as vast as Gregorian  chant. We felt like archaeologists 
71  Shelemay, unpublished fieldnotes and recordings: interviews with Berhanu Makonnen, 
Berhan Abiye and Tekle Mesheshe, 8 September 1975 (Addis Ababa). 
72  Velat, Etudes  sur le Meteraf,  and Soma  Deggua (1969). 
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digging test pits in order to plan an excavation; the excavation 
itself has barely even begun. 
Concerning the nature of Ethiopian chant as a musical and nota- 
tional system, it  appears that it intends to transmit a relatively 
fixed corpus of chants with identifiable and reproducible melodic 
content. We have seen that the melodies of the mSlSkkSt  seem to 
be  quite  stable  within  and  between  schools.  The  variations 
observed do not compromise the audible identity of the melody in 
most cases, and as such illustrate a distinction developed by Bruno 
Nettl and discussed by Harold Powers, between 'performing  a ver- 
sion' of something and 'improvising upon something'.73  Both are 
species of improvisation, in the sense that new melodic material 
may be constructed, but the intention of the former is to realise 
something  relatively fixed  and  stable,  while  the  latter  actively 
values new invention. If, in order to describe degrees of improvisa- 
tion, a continuurn from nearly fixed to nearly random is posited, 
Ethiopian chant would occupy a position not far from the fixed 
end of the spectrum. 
It. may be asked to what extent the Ethiopian musician carries 
the musical tradition in his memory as whole chants, or to what 
extent he re-synthesises portions with the aid of the mAlSkkSt  nota- 
tion each time he performs. Whether the macro- or micro-context is 
viewed as the one that generates musical performance, the musical 
content of this tradition is carried completely in the memory of 
the singer, since the text-based character of the mAlAkkSt  notation 
provides no visual indication of the contour of the melody. 
If the mAlSkkSt  are seen as the building-blocks from which the 
singer creates a chant, there is ample evidence of oral composi- 
tional  decisions.  The  Ethiopian  musician  must  know  which 
mAlSkkSt  resemble one  another, which mAlSkkSt  are redundant, 
when to sing only the beginning or end of a sign, how to interpret 
the conventional signs, when and how to make use of the bet,  how 
to place the text, and when melismatic extensions are appropriate- 
all  of this  in  addition  to knowing and  being  able  to  recall the 
500-plus mAlSkkSt  themselves. 
If the macro-context is viewed as potentially more important, it 
might be argued that the Ethiopian musician does not synthesise 
73  H.  Powers, 'Language Models and Musical Analysis', Ethnomusicology,  24 (1980),  pp. 
424. 
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a portion anew each time he sings, any more than a pianist is 
'reading'  a piece he or she has played innumerable  times. The 
pedagogical  tradition  of the repertory  also suggests  this viewpoint: 
children  learning the tradition  begin by acquiring  portions  as a 
whole. Only after  there has been some mastery  at that level does 
the student begin a study of the notation. Apprehension  of the 
notation,  in turn, facilitates  the learning  of additional  repertory. 
If transmission  in whole  chants  appears  to be the most  important 
process,  however,  the analyst must explain the persistence  of the 
mAlSkkSt  system  of notation  over  several  centuries.  Surely,  a system 
that is not useful  would  not survive.  It therefore  seems  only reason- 
able to suggest that the macro- and micro-musical  memories  of 
this tradition  effectively  reinforce  one another;  this, in fact, may 
be the central  utility  of the Ethiopian  notational  system.  The Ethi- 
opian church musician  learns repertory  in an order  which integ- 
rates memories  of whole chants with memories  of chants in frag- 
ments  - from  two directions,  as it were. If global  memory  fails, the 
mAlSkkSt  notation can serve as a means by which the musician 
re-synthesises  vaguely remembered  chants, and if local memory 
fails, recollection  of the broader  outline of the chant may help 
reconstruct  the detail.  There  is probably  much  individual  variation 
in which type of memory  prevails. 
The many  contributions  by individual  musicians  to the perpetu- 
ation and performance  of the Ethiopian  chant tradition  took place 
within a broader  historical  framework.  In the earliest recorded 
stage ('Stage  I'), the different  categories  of portions  were  assembled 
into separate  collections  that could be organised  either  by melodic 
group  or by liturgical  year.  The oldest  such  collection  is from  about 
the thirteenth  century,  and we do not know  how much  farther  back 
such collections  may once have existed,  either  orally  or in writing. 
By the fifteenth  century,  a representative  portion  had been iden- 
tified for each melodic group ('Stage II'),  becoming either a 
'melodic  model'  in the case of Type I chants  or the source  of a bet 
or 'house'  in the case of Type II. However,  the 'models'  system  of 
Type I had achieved  its standard  form by the fifteenth  century, 
whereas  the house system of Type II -  at least the written  signs 
for it - did not stabilise  until the sixteenth  century.  The first  litur- 
gical chant book incorporating  all the categories  is from the fif- 
teenth century. 
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The notation  was apparently  developed  in the sixteenth  century, 
and has been an integral  part of chant manuscripts  ever since. It 
was also in the seventeenth  century  that written  lists of the melodic 
models and the houses began to be made ('Stage III') providing 
overall structures  for both systems. Thus the Ethiopian chant 
repertory  had achieved  its classic  written  form  by the seventeenth 
century,  which is called the 'Gondar  period'  by Ethiopian  histor- 
ians after the name of the new Ethiopian  capital established  at 
Gondar  by tShe  Emperor  Fasilidas  in 1635. 
There is  no  doubt that the Ethiopian chant tradition and 
changes  in its transmission  process  have been directly  shaped by 
events in Ethiopian  cultural  history. The emergence  of notation 
in the sixteenth  century,  although  perhaps  anticipated  by earlier 
developments,  appears  to represent  a direct  attempt  to sustain  the 
musical  tradition  in the tragic  aftermath  of the Muslim  invasion. 
Available  documentary  sources  suggest  that the first  seventy-five 
years of the Gondar  period,  culminating  in the reign of Emperor 
Iyasu I, saw the construction  of churches  and castles as Gondar 
both influenced  and absorbed  an array  of regional  styles.74  Royal 
support  and demand  for  artistic  and liturgical  artefacts  encouraged 
musicians  to produce  more  notated  manuscripts  just as it encour- 
aged the development  of distinctive  Gondarene  styles of painting 
and iconography.75  The technological  innovation  represented  by 
the mAlSkkSt  and their  proliferation  during  the Gondar  period  can 
be seen as part of a broader  cultural  trend towards  literacy,  but 
one that at the same time continued  to encode  meaning  simultan- 
eously in oral transmission.  Likewise,  the increasing  numbers  of 
manuscripts  containing  musical notation dating from the eight- 
eenth and nineteenth  centuries  are only part of the residue  of a 
broader transition from oral transmission  to  increased use of 
writing.76 
74  Merid  Wolde  Aregay,  'Southern  Ethiopia  and the Christian  Kingdom  1508-1708,  with 
Special  Reference  to the Galla  Migrations  and their  Consequences'  (Ph.D.  dissertation, 
University  of London,  1971),  pp. 531 6, 5424. 
75  J. Leroy,  Ethiopian  Painting  (London,  1967),  pp. 28-30. 
76  A recent  analysis  of the  AmdSmta  Commentary  corpus,  a body  of vernacular  comment- 
aries on G0'  Sz biblical and patristic  texts, suggest that these commentaries  were 
initially  orally  transmitted  but reached  their  definitive  written  form  during  the Gondar 
era. R. Cowley, The  Traditional  Interpretation  of the  Apocalypse  of St.  John  in the  Ethiopian 
Church  (Cambridge,  1983),  pp. 23, 31. 
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Despite the decline of the Gondar  monarchs'  power  in the late 
eighteenth  century,  their  city continued  to be a cultural  centre  and 
a site for musical innovation.  But with the shift of the Ethiopian 
capital to Addis Ababa in 1887, the impact of governmental  pol- 
icies of centralisation77  also encouraged  increasing  consolidation  of 
the chant tradition. 
In the late twentieth  century,  few debteras  perpetuate  regional 
chant traditions  as the Bethlehem  style increasingly  predominates. 
There  is little doubt  that the twentieth-century  transmission  of the 
chant  tradition  in Addis  Ababa  has served  both to standardise  and 
to normalise  surviving  oral tradition,  while encouraging  increasing 
notational  detail.  The 1974  revolution  and the end ofthe monarchy 
that patronised the church introduced a  dramatic new socio- 
economic situation that has already altered transmission  of the 
church  musical  system.78 
Ethiopian  chant is an example  of a musical  system  whose nota- 
tion was never  intended  to replace  oral transmission.  The mAlSkkSt 
can be viewed  as a conventionalised  melodic  repertory  that assists 
and succeeds in the goal of transmitting  a relatively  fixed and 
stable  liturgical  corpus.  The development  of this notational  system 
occurred  in a specifically  Ethiopian  context and reflects  particu- 
larly  Ethiopian  values  concerning  orality,  flexibility  and authority. 
The value of Ethiopian  chant to comparative  studies may lie in 
the portrait  it provides  of a highly constrained,  notated, literate, 
yet orally transmitted  repertory. 
77  Levine,  Wax  and Gold, pp.  4S7. 
78  For a detailed  discussion  of the Ethiopian  revolution,  including  its impact  upon the 
church,  see  J. Harbeson,  The  Ethiopian  Transformation:  the Quest  for the  Post-Imperial  State 
(Boulder,  CO, and London,  1988). 
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